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(Hi ) 
The reactivities of alkyl halldes, HX, i n nucleophllic substitution 
reactions Increase i n the order RF < RCl < RBr < RI^ I t has been 
suggested that this reactivity sequence arises almost entirely f^m a 
decrease i n activation energy., E^  along this series, consistent v i t h the 
decreasing ionisatlon energy of the C-halogen bonds, J^., C-P > C-Cl > C-Br 
> C<^ I.. On the other hand some authors have concluded that a change i n 
the entropy of activation,^ s'*', plays the most ic^ortant part i n controlling 
reaction rate i n this series. In margr cases, however, the activation 
parameters of the different halides referred to different temperatures. 
Such cofliparlsons may be misleading since recent work has clearly shown 
that E andAS* can vary with temperature} any valid comparison of these 
parameters must, therefore, involve quantities which a l l refer to the same 
temperature. 
' A study of the reactions of several pairs of a l l ^ l chlorides and 
bromides vith aqueous acetone i s now reported.. Reaction rates, activation 
parameters and the temperature coefficients of these parameters have been 
determined and the results show that, for hydrolysis at the same 
temperature, the change i n rate caused by replacing an alkyl chloride by 
the corresponding bromide arises almost entirely from a change i n the 
activation energy; this applies to both S^l and S^ 2 reactions. 
I t has recently been suggested that the value ofAC*^*, where AC* 
i s the heat capacity of activation, should be independent of the nature of 
the substrate i n SNl s o l v o l ^ ^ o 3 ^ % 5 a t this ratio w i l l have a lower value 
(iv) 
for solvolysis by mechanism %2 under the same experimental conditions. 
This suggestion v&s based on results observed with allsyl chlorides. A l l 
the alkyl chlorides and bromides now studied behave i n accordance with the 
requirements of this hypothesis, . 
,. During this vork the eolvolysis of ben^l bromide was . studied and the 
results indicated that this substance reacted ty mechanism S^2, This 
is of interest, for although the hydrolysis of benzyl chloride occurs near 
the point which marks the transition from reaction by mechanism 3^2 to 
reaction by mechanism S^^l, the replacement of the chlorine atom t y a 
bromine atom does not appear to' cause a major mechanistic change. 
1., 
CHAPTER I . 
IHTRODUCTIOM. 
1. 0-3^  Bond r^ps^on,. 
A single covalent bond betvjeen carbon and some other atom comprises 
tv;o electrons situated approximately midway between the atoms concerned. 
When such a bond i s broken the products and subsequent reactions depend 
on the deployment of these two electrons - there are t\m possibilities.. 
(a) . Homolvtic fission. 
Rupture of the bond may be hemolytic, i n i^hich case the bonding 
electrons are equally shared between the fission products giving rise to 
free radicals. This type of fission, \ihich i s common to majoy gas phase 
reactions and peroxide catalysed polymerisations, can be illustrated by 
the decomposition of hexaphenyl ethane i n non^ionising solvents. 
(C^Hj) C » C (C6H5) • 2(C6H5) C 
(b) H^terolytic fission, 
I n heterolybic bond rupture both bonding electrons are retained by 
one of the fission products; two possibilities can be envisaged.^ 
( i ) ^ The bonding electrons may be retained by the carbon atom which 
is thus rendered prone to attack by reagents which can accomodate the 
excess electrons present at the reaction centre. A reaction involving 
.. this type of fission i s the nitration of an aromatic nucleus by KO2 . 
2.. 
Ar I H + NO2 — - Ar 8 NO2 • H® 
Reactions of this type are called electrophlllc substitution, S^.. 
(11). The bonding electrons may be retained by the leaving group 
giviaag a carbon atom prone to attack by reagents which can simply electrons. 
This type of fission i s Involved i n the reaction between an alkyl halide 
(RX) and OH.^  
R»X * OH* — - ROH • «X®. 
This i s an example of nucleophilic substitution, S^ , and i s characteristic 
of mai^ substitution processes taking place i n solution.. 
This work i s concerned with nucleophlUc substitution and these 
reactions are, therefore, considered i n some detail below» 
2. NuclQOPhilic Substitution Reactions. 
During the period 1927-35 Hughes, Ingold and their co-workers (l)(2) 
established the principal features of Sjj processes and shoned that 
reaction could occur l y one of two mechanisms. 
The f i r s t of these takes place i n two stages and involves an 
i n i t i a l ionisation of the R-2: bond followed by the rapid co-ordination 
of the substituting agentt viz.. 
RX ^ [R^—X] =^ R* • X^ -^ RY * X® (SuD 
The lonisatlon of RX i s considered to be the slowest step i n the reaction; 
since this rate-determining stage Involves covalency change by only one 
molecule the reaction i s regarded as unimolecular aid described by the 
symbol ^ ^le 
The alternative mechanism involves reaction v i a a single stage; v j ^ . , 
RX • Y ® — f e — R - - Y ] RY • X® {Su2) • 
I n this case two molecules undergo covalenpy change i n the rate-determining 
3. 
step.: The reaction i s , therefore, regarded as bimolecular and labelled 
These tuo processes can be distinguished from one another by the 
use of suitable mechanistic tests which are considered i n the folloidLng 
section. 
3. The Recognition of Mechanism i n Mucleoohilie Substitution Reactions, 
(a) Kjnel^^c fprm. 
In an S^ jL reaction a single molecule, RX, i s involved i n the rate-
determining step and, therefore^ f i r s t order kinetics should be observed; 
Ig** Rate = k [RXJ ^  
Small deviations from s t r i c t l y first-order kinetics may, however, be 
observed i f the reversal of the rate-determining ionisation of RX occurs 
at a rate comparable to that for the formation of the product.. 
In the S^ 2 readtion two molecules are involved i n the rat©=determining 
step and, therefore, second-order kinetics should be observed; j^., 
Rate = K[HX7 [ Y ] . 
(where 7 i s the substituting agent). 
The present work i s concerned with solvolytie reactions and as the 
nucleophilic reagent, the solvent, is present i n large excess, i t s 
concentration td.ll not change significantly over the course of reaction. 
Hinstein (3) has suggested that an 'ion^pair* may be involved i n the Sjjl 
process; there ls> however, no evidence for the intervention of 'ion-pairs* 
i n solvolysis i n partly aqueous solvents and S^l reactions w i l l therefore 
be considered, as occurring exclusively via a carbonium ion interaediate. 
-4* 
First-^rder kinetics v r i l l , therefore, be observed Irrespective of the 
reaction mechanism. 
(b) Influence of the solvent. 
The formation of a highly polar transition state i s an essential 
feature of Sjj solvolysis and thus, i n polar solvents, the transition 
state t d l l be stabilised by solvation. 
The extent of solvation depends upon txio main factors; the polarity 
of the solvent, and the degree and nature of the charge development i n 
the transition state.. The povrer to solvate a charged soliite w i l l , In 
gene:lal, increase idth increase i n the molecular dlpole moment of the 
solvent but w i l l decrease vrith increased shielding of the dipolar charge (2). 
I t must be emphasised, hovrever, that the ionising or solvating power of a 
given solvent cannot be adequately measured i n terms of i t s dielectric 
constant alone (i^)(5).* This i s especially true for mixtures of water 
and inert solvents vxhere the actual water content i s of far greater 
importance than az^ function of the dielectric constant (6)(7)(3).. 
(Jlth reference to the degree of charge development i n the transition 
sta.te, i t i s expected that solvation w i l l increase with Increasing 
magnitude of the charge but w i l l decrease with i t s increased dispersal, 
althou^ the l a t t e r effect w i l l be less than that due to destruction of 
the charge (2).. 
Consideration of the Sfjl and S^2 processes shows that the degree of 
charge dispersal i s greatest i n the Sj^2 transition state; i t i s , therefore, 
to be ^Gcted that a bimolecular reaction w i l l be less sensitive to 
changes i n the Ionising power of the solvent than the unimolecular pz^cess. 
This i s illustrated In Table I-A.. 
Although this test i s valuable for distinguishing between reactions 
5. 
TABLE I-A 
The Effect of a Change i n Solvent Composition 
on the Rata of &|1 and S^ j2 Reactions^ 
System lO^k (sec-1) Ref.. 50^ acetone 70^ acetone 
Benzl^ryl chloride 
i n aqueous acetone 
at 25°C (SND.. 
I65O 32 51.-5 (9) 
Benzyl chloride i n 
aqueous acetone at 
500C (SK2).. 
3ao3 0.413 7.5 (10) 
(present) 
( work ) 
by the extreme forms of the two mechanisms i t does not always give 
unambiguous results.. In the mechanistic border ^ line region which marks 
the transition from %2 to S^l solvolysis most of the positive charge i n 
the transition state may be situated 6n the central carbon atom although 
covalent attachment of a solvent molecule i s an essential feature of the 
process.. Such a reaction must be considered as bimolectilar yet the effect 
of solvent, changes on the rate may be closer to those found i n 3^1 
solvolysis than i n reaction by the more extreme form of mechanism S^2,. 
Moreover an extreme change i n the ionising power of the solvent may cause 
a complete change i n reaction mechanism (see Section 4(c) ) which further 
lim i t s the usefulness of this test., 
(c) Stereochemistry (2) 
In an S^2 reaction the nucleophilic reagent participates i n the formatioi 
of the transition state and altraye approaches the reaction centre from a 
direction remote to the displaced group; ie... 
[Y----R—-XJ (x4here X i s the displaced group) 
6. 
Thus for an optically active alkyl halide (RX) ^ where the reacting carbon 
atom i s a centre of asymmetry, an inversion of configuration w i l l be 
produced on substitution.. 
I n an S^l reaction the nucleophile reacts vith a carbonium ion, 
R® (see page 2) .. Since &® i s plaHar ( l l ) the nuoleophllic reagent can 
approach the reaction centre from both directions; thus a reaction carried 
out with an optically active compound vrfiose centre of asymmetry i s the 
reacting carbon atom w i l l give a racemised product. 
Although the stereochemical courses of the S]{1 and % 2 reactions 
appear to be very different a more detailed examination of the S^l process 
shorn that this mechanism can also give rise to an almost complete 
' inversion of configuration. The scheme for an Sjijl solvolytic reaction 
may be written ast 
RX <- xSOH = ^ (R.SSOH)* • X®-^ROS • X® + H* • (x-l) SOH., 
Hhere SOH i s a solvent molecule and (R.xSOR) ' represents the carbonium ion 
surrounded by i t s solvation shell.. I f the carbonium ion i s very unstable 
reaction with the solvent molecule may occur x^hile the displaced group, 
(Z® ), i s s t i l l very close to the carbonium ion. In such cases attack by 
the solvent molecule t d l l occur from a single direction, that remote to the 
displaced group, and produce a net inversion of configuration (12). 
Retention of configuration has been observed i n Sj^l reactions and 
arises from the interaction between suitably placed *protecting-groups' 
and the reaction centre. Thus certain groups having unshared electrons, 
such as the oc-carbo^late ion (13)» niay form a weakly electrostatic bond 
with the reaction centre on the side remote to the displaced group; hence 
attack by a nucleophilic reagent, i s less l i k e l y from this direction and a 
net retention of configuration w i l l result. 
7. 
The usefulness of the stereochemical test i s thus seen to be 
restricted; probably the most important factor for defining reaction 
mechanism i s the identification of complete racemisation with the S^l 
mechanism. 
(d) The influence of added electrolytes (2) 
The polar transition state i n solvolysis Is stabilised by solvation 
as described i n Section 3(b), In the presence of ionic substances the 
transition state w i l l also have the opportunity to form an ionF>atmosphere 
similar to that envisaged i n the Debye-Kuekel treatment of f u l l y 
developed ions. This w i l l result i n a greater sta b i l i t y of the 
transition state and hence an increase i n reaction rate. This effect, 
xfhich i s known as the Ionic Strength Effect, does not influence S^l and 
%2 processes to the same extent but i s greatest for S^l reactions due to 
the more concentrated nature of the electronic change i n the transition 
state. 
In Sj|l reactions the rate determining ionisation of RX i s reversible; 
i i . , RX = ^ R* * X®. 
Thus i f X® ions are added to the reaction the rate of the reverse process, 
l a , w i l l increase and the overall rate of reaction w i l l decrease. Even 
i n the absence of added X^ ions a progressive f a l l i n reaction rate may be 
observed; this i s due to the increase i n the concentration of X^ as 
reaction proceeds. This effect, which i s specific to Sjjl reactions 
(the rate determining stage i n S^2 reactions being non-reversible), i s 
known as the IfasB Law Effect, I t i s apparent that for an S^l reaction 
i n the presence of added common ions the Ionic Strength and I^ss Law Effects 
yiH oppose one another - the resultant effect depending on the relative 
magnitudes of these two quantities. 
8. 
Tho quantitative troatcusnt of the effects of added olectrolytos (2) 
thus indlcatea that a l l electrolytec shoiild accelerate both B^l and S^ j2 
solvolysia, although cor:monF>ion electrolytes ra.iy retard the rate of on 
S^l reaction but not that of .an S^ 2 reaction. Recently, however, Qovcrol 
obsex^atlons contrary to this view have been reported. Thus the odMltion 
of non-ccmi3on fluoride ions to the cdlvolysis of bcnsl^zyl chlorido 'and 
i t s p-nitro derivative i n aqueous acetone i s found to retard the ionisation 
of the substrate (I4)(l5)s sas6 a similar effect i s noted for tho addition 
of fcydroxide aM chloride ions to the solvolyeris of neoptiyl p-tolucno 
sulphonato i n aqueous dioxan .(l6)o 
Lucas and Hamnett (17) have noted that electrolytes having anions i n 
common vdth thoco of the r.olvent (lyate ions) may reduce tho rate of 
reaction* Thus the addition of hydroxide ions te the solvolyeio of 
t»butyl nitrate reduces the rate of reaction and a similar effect has beon 
dbserv^ by Bcnf^, Hughes and Ingold (18) i n the unimoleeular solvolysls 
of some t-butyl and diphenyl mettgrl halides. FUrthercore a slight 
reduction of reaction rate by chloride ions has been reported for the 
hydrolysis of benzyl chloride l a partly aqueous media (19) (20)^ although a l l 
other'evidence indicates that this substance reacts by cechanism S]<j2 i n 
these solvents (19) (21)0 I t should ba noted that ft i r t h e r complieationo 
may arise when the added electrolyte is also a nudcophilic reagent - this 
aspect i s discuosed on page 13* 
I n view of the lioitations of the simple quantitative treatment 
probably tho only valid test of reaction oochanism, arising from the 
addition of elGctro]^C8 to ^  solvolysis, i s the identification of a 
large reduction i n reaction rate b7 common ions with tho S^ process, 
(e) AQtivs^tion p^rgagteyg. 
Evidence obtained i n recent years has clearly shown that the 
9o 
activation pnraaoterEs for the oolvolysis of a l l ^ l halides dQcrea:;0 t j i t h 
incroasing temperature, (see Chapter I I . ) , 
Bensley and HohnstaQ (10) have recently suggested that the volus of 
the rat i o t,0*/L^ (the heat capacity and the entro;^ of activation, raspcct-
ively)caa provide useful information about the reaction oschsnioa. I t ^3Z.Q 
assumed that i n %1 reactions the magnitudes of bothAC* aril AS^ reflect 
aloQst entlz>ely the incrooso i a solvation on passage into the tranDition 
atatOo Thus, oineo both of these terms ere controlled by tho SCEO faetorSj 
thoir r a t i o , i^c'^/^S*, should be independent of the nature of the subctsi'ato 
and dependent only on teoperature and solvent cpspooitiono In 
solvolysis the p a r t i a l covalent attachment of a solvent ooleoule ia tho 
transition state should causfi a greater decreaee i n oatropy than i t s 
participation i n solvation, although the value of AC* should not bo 
greatly affected. The value of 4C*/filS* for on B^2 reaction should, 
therofore, be substantially less thna that for an Sj^jl reaction. 
The results availatle at the beginning of the present work iridlcated 
that these requirements were met i n the solvolysio of a l i ^ l chloridos. 
Further evidence i s now available (22) which shows that this coch^miotic 
test appears to be valid for both a l k y l chlorides aM brcaidos and nay bo 
of value i n tho study of*bordex^line> reactions where classical tests do 
not always give unambifuous results. 
l a the preceding pages several Dechanistic tests for diotinguishing 
bettjeon the Sjjl and Sjj2 mechanisms have been dlocuoecdS' cds3itionalp 
although generally loss definite, tests can ba considered moro convoniontly 
i n thd following section, 
4^ yaet9^ « Jn^ueq^j l t f ! %hp rio^h^lpa o^ Nucloopbll^C Procoonoa. 
(a) S^rufiturfil^ae^p^ (2)^ 
The influence of the aU^l group structure can bo diccu8:;cd coot 
10. 
eonvenlently oonoidering reactions by cocfaanisos % 1 m& % 2 Goparately. 
( i ) S^ ;l solvolveiLoi The ossentlal feature of S^l OGchsniEm io a 
Qtrretching of the E»X bend le&dlng to the crtaitual formation of a corbonlva 
ion* Thus any Btructural proporlgr tMeh can incrcaoe tho dslocalioation 
of the electronic charge at the reaction centre i n the transition state, 
via induction (23)f conjugation (24.) or hyperconjugation (25) j u i U 
fa c i l i t a t o the S^l procesSo The tendency to react via ionioation t)illp 
therefore, depend upon tho esrtent of electron release totjords the reaction 
centre uhich for a serlos of alliyl halides, ie expected to incrcaQo 
i n tho orders 
A. CH^ < CgHjX < (cn3)2<>cHK < {cn^)^^:^ 
B. < PhrCH^ S < Fh2.CISC < Ph3.CS 
4: p^ -CHgO^ C^ H^ .CHgSo 
As a resoltp i n solvents of modoz'ate polarity, a change i n ciechnniotie 
behaviour osn bo observed i n these series T:&ich i s located i n the rcoioa 
of the iso-^propyl group i n .A, tho bensyl group i n 3 (2) and tho p»(p=>!^ 0. 
CgH^ ).C6H^ .CHg=P group i n C(22). 
The presence of cubs^tituonts on tho allsyl group con have a consldorablo 
effect upon tho ioaleation process provided their electron releaGlng or 
attracting properties can bis offoctively transmitted to tho ocat of roactlon, 
A nitro group, being electron attracting, u i U bindor ionisation and cance 
a reduction i n tho rato of an ^ 1 reaction <=> see Tablo I^B. On the other 
hand the carbo^late ion, phenosy and ssthosy groups, uhich are poirorful 
electron donors, u i l l increase the rate of ionisation and, i n fact, thois* 
effect may be sufficient to cause a change i n QechanisQ f»}m 9^ 2 for tho 
parent compound to ^ 1 for the substituted coE^jound* This bohaviour has 
11. 
been observed t^r Hughes and Taher (26) for a series of ou-bromo-carbosylate 
ions and Kohnstam and his co-v/orkers (22) for a series of p-substituted 
benzyl chlorides.. 
An additional structural factor ghich may cause some acceleration i n 
S^l reactions arises fI>om a reduction i n atomic congestion on forming the 
transition state and has been described as Sterlc Acceleration (27). In 
branched systems up to Me^C^Ctie^ there i s , houever, some doubt ufaether the 
increase i n reaction rate should be attributed to a steric or a polar effect. 
With even more highly branched systems accelerative effects occur uhich are 
si i f f i c i e n t l y large to indicate the possible operation of such a steric 
i 
factor (28)* 
( i i ) % ^ SolvolYsist Bimolecular substitution reactions involve the 
simultaneous transfer of electrons froiii the' substituting agent to the 
alltyl groi^ and trom the l a t t e r to the expelled group. The bimolecular 
reaction should thereforep i n the abs^ee of complicating steric effects, 
be less sensitive to the effects of electron attracting or releasing 
substituents on the alkyl group than the unimolecular process. Although 
a flow of electrons to the reaction centre facilitates ionlsatlon i t may 
hinder the approach of the substituting agent, especially when the latt e r 
i s negatively charged, and may even retard the rate of reaction* 
Tables I-B and I-C shov the effects of substituents on some S^ l^ and 
Sj|2 reactions^. 
The stereochemical course of the S^2 reaction suggests that atomic 
congestion in' the molecule as a whole i s increased by the formation of the 
transition state which may be represented as follows: 
a 
7 
12,. 
TABLE I^B. 
The Effect of a n^ HOo Group on Reaction Rate> 
System Mechanism' Relative Rates Ref» 
p-H P-W02* 
BenzlxTdryl chloride 
i n aqueous 
acetone at 45^ C %1 
1,.Q0 0.^ 0014 (20) 
Benzyl chloride i n 
50^ aqueous acetone 
at 69.80c 
Sjj2 1,00 ' oao5 (29) 
TABLE 
1?^ ^ E^f^fit of p«mYl Cyo^ ffP on Rqaqt^on Rat^,, 
System tfechanism Relative Rates Ref. p-H p-Me p»tBu 
Benzhydzyl chloride 
i n 8C^  aqueous 
acetone at O'C 
S N I 1.00 29.6 12..7 (30) 
Ben^l bromide with 
pyridine i n acetone 
at 20OC 
SH2 i..oa 1.66 1.35 (25) 
This effect, which can r^uce the rate of reaction, i s Imown as Steric 
Retardation (28)(31).' A particular example of steric retardation i s 
afforded by the neo-pentyl halides (32), (CH3)3»C.CH2K, i*ere congestion 
i n the bimolecular transition state i s so great that i t almost inhibits 
reaction l y this mechanism. 
Consideration o'f the Influence of the alkyl group structure on 
reaction mechanism shows clearly that the effects of suitable substituents 
can be used as a test of reaction mechanism as indicated i n Tables I-B 
and I»G.. The usefulness of this test, hoirever, i s limited since the 
13.. 
substitution of certain groups on &> may bring about a complete change i n 
reaction mechanism. 
(b) Nucleophilicity of the substituting agent. 
Since the rate-controlling factor i n mechanism £^ 1 i s the ionisation 
of the R>X bond this process i s clearly independent of the nucleophilioity 
of the substituting agent. 
I n the bimolecular reaction, hotiever, the nucleophile i s involved i n 
the rateHietezmining stage and this process t d l l , therefore, be dependent 
upon the nucleophilicity of the substituting agent. Thus, for a series 
of reactions i n vhich the only variable Is the nucleophile, the rate of 
the S^2 process i r i l l decrease v l t h decreasing nucleophilicity of the 
reagent and may eventually become lessthan that for ionisation. The 
mechanism i d l l then become unimolecular and independent of the substituting 
agent.. This type of behaviour has been demonstrate for the decomposition 
of trimethyl sulphonlum salts i n ethyl alcohol (33) for the reagents, 
( i n order of decreasing nucleophilicity)t 
OH®, OPh®, CO^, Br®, CI®. 
The relatively rapid second-order reactions vith hydroxide and phenoxide 
ions were interpretted as S^ 2 reactions, vhlle the carbonate, bromide and 
chloride Ions reacted by first-order kinetics irlth the same rate constant 
and uerie regarded as occurring unimolecularly. This lotplies that the 
carbonate, bromide and chloride ions are such poor nudeophiles that they 
Cannot compete adequately with an ionisation process. Hoiiever these 
results could be p l a i n e d equally viell on the basis that the carbonate, 
bromide And chloride ions cannot compete \ i i t h a bimolecular reaction 
bet^en solvent ethanol ax^ substrate (6). 
The effect of varying the nueleophlle i n an othorvrise constant 
bifflolecular system can be used to obtain a comparative measure of the 
nucleophilicity of the substituting agent. From such data the following 
l i s t of reagents^ i n order of decreasing nucleophillcit^ has been 
prepared. (34)/ 
C^ Hr,^ ® > I®> CgHgO® Br^ > OPh® CI® y CE^COO^> wf 
An alternative measure of the strength of a nucleophlle has been proposed 
by Swain and Scott (35) i n terms of a nucleophillc constant. This i s 
defined as the logarithm of the rate of reaction of a nucleophile with 
methyl bicomide i n water, relative to the rate of the reaction of methyl 
bromide idth water I t s e l f . The choice of water as the standard solvent 
may be a poor one but the results obtained are i n f a i r agreement \-dth 
those described above.. 
In the preceding pages i t i s clearly indicated that the effect of a 
nucleophile can provide a useful test for reaction mechanism. Thus the 
rate !of an 0^2 reaction w i l l be altered by a change i n the nucleophilicity 
of the substituting agent, whereas the rate of an Sfjl reaction w i l l not. 
However the addition of a powerful nucleophile to Sjjl solvolysls may give 
rise to a situation i n which the substrate reacts bimolecularly xdth the 
nucleophile and unimolecularly with the solvent (36).. 
(c) The ionising power of the solvent. 
The importance of solvation i n increasing the s t a b i l i t y of the 
transition state i n reactions has been stressed i n earlier sections. 
In povrerfully ionising solvents the ease of ionlsatlon may be 
increased to such an extent that it i s possible that a reaction, which 
otherwise occurs l y mechanism S^2, w i l l take place by mechanism S^l^ 
Thus Bateman and Hughes (37) who examined the hydrolysis of allgrl halides 
by water i n formic acid, a good ionising solvent, observed that even for 
prlmaiy halides the reactions were only slightly dependent on the small 
amount of water present and gave rise to the first-order irate sequence: 
15. 
Ke < Et < i-Pr <. t-Bu., 
Theire i s some evidence that i n poorly Ionising solvents the reverse 
of the above i s true, the bimolecular reaction being preferred. For 
the system allsyl halideAalide ion i n acetone (38) the rate of second-order 
displacement for a number of simple albyl halides (HX) tras found to decrease 
i n the orderj 
Me > Et > i-Pr > t-Bu. 
I t Is, however, doubtful, whether the reactions of the t-butyl halldos are, 
i n fact, bimolecular since mixed f i r s t and second-order kinetics have 
been .observed under these circmostances (39)(^0), while recent work by 
Gall and Winstein ( i ^ ) indicates that probably only a small fraction of 
these reactions of the t«»butyl halides occur bimolecularly. 
The relationship between ionising power and other properties of a 
solvent i s complex. The simple model of a solvent as a continuous 
dielectric can often be used to predict the gross effect of a change i n ^ 
. solvent composition for reactions of various charge types (42) (O) but 
there i s l i t t l e doubt that such a model is severely restricted.. Thus 
mixed solvents can hardly be considered as continuous media since some 
segregation of the solvent components w i l l undoubtably occur i n the 
v i c i n i t y of the reactants. An additional factor which renders dielectric 
constant a poor guide to ionising power i s the possibility of hydrogen 
bonding between hydroxyllc, and similar solvents, and the ground and 
transition states of the organic substrate. 
Numerous attenpts to correlate the ionising powers of different solventi 
haire been made (4-) (44-) (4-5) (A6) but the methods employed can hardly be 
considered as having a sound theoretical basis and the principal value 
of the results obtained seems confined to a rough prediction of solvolysls 
rate. 
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Orunwald and Winsteln U)a who have carried out extensive wrk i n 
this f i e l d , have defined the ionising power of a solvent, I * ae the 
logarithm of the rate of solvolysls of t-butyl chloride i n that solvent 
relative to i t s rate of solvolysls i n 80^ aqueous eithanol. I t was found 
that the logarithms of the solvolysis rates of many compounds gave linear 
correlations i n I which could be expressed by:-
log k = m i • log ko 
Where k^ i s the rate of solvolysis yci the standard solvent {80^ aqueous 
'i' ' 
ethanol), and m i s a measure of the sensitivity of the substrate to the 
ionising power of the solvent relative to t-butyl chloride. This method 
of measuring ionising pother i s , however, subject to severe limitations 
(47) (4S) and i t has been observed that i n systems different to t-butyl 
chloride different correlation lines are often obtained., 
(d) T^ 9 inyi^^m^ 9X tfre d^3p?^9^ gyou^, 
A feature common to both the S^l and S^2 processes i s the heterolysis 
of the R-fX bond - the more facile this bond-breaking process the greater 
w i l l be the reactivity of the confound HX i n -Uiis type of reaction^ On 
this basis a relationship between the lonisatlon energy of the C^ bond 
and reactivity might be eiqiected. Examination of many solvolytic reactions, 
occurring by both % 1 end S^ 2 mechanisms, indicates that the ease of 
displacement of various groups decreases i n the order:-
I > Br > CI > SR| > F,. (2)(6) (49) (50)(51)(52) (53) (54) (55) (56). . 
This sequence Is also the sequence of increasing lonisation energy for the 
bond (57). I n both S^l and Sj,j2 reactions iodides, although occasionally 
behaving contrary to this reactivity sequence (51)(58)(59), generally react 
1.5 4*5 times faster than the corresponding bromides which, i n tuiUj 
react some 25-60 times faster than the corresponding chlorides. 
Hates of chemical reactions are usually related to two experimentally 
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determinable parameters, the energy and entroj^ of activation, £ and^S^ 
respectivelyi. Since a decrease i n the value of E leads to an increase 
i n reaction rate a tentative explanation of the halide reactivity sequence 
can be offered i n terms of a reduction i n E arising from the change i n 
Inductomeric polarisabllity of the displaced halogens which decrease i n 
the order (2)»-
I > Br > CI > F. 
On the other hand there seems no real reason why a change i n LS* should 
not be the dominant factor. 
Values of E andAS* for the solvolysis of many alkyl halides can be 
calculated from the published rate data'^examination of the iresults 
obtained for various pairs of alkyl chlorides and bromides does not, 
however, reveal axQr clear trends. In some systems the change i n rate 
appears to result almost entirely from a change i n E and i n others almost 
entirely from a change InAS* j changes in rate arising from significant 
changes &n both E and AS* have also been reported, l a i c a l examples are 
given below i n Table I-D. 
i t w i l l be noted from Table I-O that the values of E andAS* do not 
necessarily refer to the sane ten^eratiire for the chloride and bromidei 
i n general this i s true for most of the published rate data.since the more 
reactive bromides are usually examined at lower temperatures than the 
corresponding chlozdes. Recent work, however, has clearly indicated that 
the values of both E and AS* can vary uith temperature i n Sjj solvolysis 
and thus a comparison of reactivities i n teras of these parameters is only 
^ See references quoted for the halide reactivity sequence - page 16. 
See Chapter I I . 
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MMgoMeaJ'flffanQ^s for the Solvolvsio og 
Soo^ i^lqr?^ . i f a l $ ^ 
Systcsa E (keal/molo) A S* (ooti) 
tfoButorl bolides in 
aqueous acetons (53) 
01 23«0 at 27.4® 9,7 at 27.40 
Br 20.2 « 15.00 ^10,6" 15.00 
l^i^l kaUdes ia 
water (51) 
CI 25.3 " 45.1® -10,2 ° 45ol® 
B? 24.7 " 45*1® - 6,7 " 45.1° 
Xso-pro£^ l halides i n 
aqudous ethanol (60)(6l) 
01 23,1 " 99.80 -18o7 ° 99.80 
B? 23.3 " TObOO c.n.1 n -70,00 
justified vAim their values rofer to the same temporaturo for both chlorido 
ssd bromide.. Goa^arioons of the shown i n Table loD, aro thaeoSotQ 
iinralid and furthermroj) as tho tes^rature coeffircients of E andA^ 
are usually not availaKLo for these £>eactions, no cozRmriGons of these 
parameters at the seme teoporaturo are possible. 
I t tjas therefore decided to investigate tho bydrolysis of acsvesol 
paire of alkyl chlorides sod broMdos in aqueous acotono over wide sponges 
of temperature 00 that the tec^rature coefficients of both S and AS* 
could be obtaimai^ Values of E and AS* for the hydroljnsis of these 
chloridos aad bromides could then be cosQ)ared at the sazoo temp^ature,. 
Before the results of the preneat work can be diocuesedp however, i t io 
neccosaz7 to examine the variation of B with tec^eraturoi this i s con-
sidered i n the fcaiowing chapter,. 
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CHAPTER I I . 
THE TEMPERATDRE DEPEHDEMCE OF 
EHERCT OP ACTIVATION. 
!• The Arrh^nius Equation (6g).. 
The variation of rate constant (k) with temperature i s expressed by 
the Arrhenius equation ast-
d l a k - ^ 1 
dT ' W " ^ 
where E i s the energy of activation. 
On the assumption that E i s a constant, equation 1 can be written 
i n the integrated form:-
-EA 
where E^ = E when E i s , i n fact, constant. 
The integrated equation 2 has been extensively used i n chemical 
kinetics (63) and the value of E^ established as a constant for a given 
chemical reaction.. In spite of the Oxperimental evidence for the 
constancy of energy of activation the theoretical considerations of 
La Mer (64), Scheffer and Brandsma (65) and Trautz (66) have indicated 
that E should be temperature-dependent when the heat capacl'ty of the 
activated comple* differs appreciably flrom that of the i n i t i a l reactants j-
the same conclusion arises from Ejyring's (5) absolute rate equation.. 
Probably the f i r s t genuine observation of a variation of E tdth 
temperature was that of Moelwyn-Hughes (67) i n the hydrolysis of methyl 
halides i n water.. More recently several workers, notably Sohnstam (lO) 
(68)(69)(70), Mbelvyn-Hughes (51)(71), Tommila (72)(73) and Robertson 
(52)(7ii)(75)(76) and their co-workers have reported a temperature-
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dependence of the energy of activation i n many solvolytic reactions and 
have clearly shovm that the Value of E decreases with an increase i n 
temperature. (see Table I I - A ) . 
TABLE II-A. 
V^u^s Of ^ /(^T X^ Some Solvolytio Reftctionpp. 
System -di/dT (cal/deg).. Ref.. 
Meti^l halides i n water* 64 .. (67) 
Substituted aryl 
sulphonates i n water. 
25-35 (74) 
t-Butyl chloride i n 
aqueous acetone. 
60 (average) (73) 
Benzyl and substituted bensyl 
chlorides i n aqueous acetone.. 
19-44 (10) 
t-Butyl chloride i n aqueous 
acetone. 25 (69) 
Ethyl bromide i n aqueous 
acetone.. 
33 (77) 
At this point i t i s of interest to consider the reasons why a 
variation of energy of activation vdth tenqperature ws not generally 
observed earlier for reactions of this type. There are probaMy two 
main reasons. The graphical determination of E from the Arrhenius equation 
by plotting I n k against l / r may have completely obscured i t s variation 
with temperature, while the use of small temperature ranges and some 
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inaccuracy i n rate measurements can give rise to inaccurate values of E; 
values are often quoted as accurate to ±0.5 kcal. This would prevent 
the observation of any variation with temperature when dE/dT i s numerically 
small*. 
2. Th^ Vqriat^9pi o^ , E 1111?^  Tomp^ y^ tuy?,, 
The evidence presented i n Section 1 shows clearly that £ i s ten^erature-
dependent; i t i s now necessary to consider the origin of this effect. 
In the transition state theory of reactions (5) a sequence -
I n i t i a l Reactants. — A c t i v a t e d Complex — - Products, 
i s envisaged. The activated coi^lex, or transition state, i s regarded 
as being i n equilibrium with the i n i t i a l reactants and similar to an 
ordinary molecule except that translational motion along the reaction 
co-ordinate leads to decomposition. 
The absolute rate equation may be written i n the form:-
. ^ . - . ^ i ^ . i ^ . ^ ^ 3 
Uhere k' = the Boltemann constant. 
h = Planck's constant, 
AS* = the entropy of activation and represents the difference i n 
entropy between the i n i t i a l and activated states. 
AH"* => the enthalpy of activation and represents the difference i n 
enthalpy between the i n i t i a l and activated states. 
Differentiation of equation 3 with respect to temperature gives 
OaJk., AH* » RT 
dT RT2 
^ c h , on comparison idth equation 1 shows that 
* 
E = AH • RT 
and hence that ^ = d(AH*) • „ 
dT dT " 
= AC* • R. 
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where AC* represents the difference i n heat capacity betxreen the i n i t i a l 
and transition states, and i s known as the heat capacity of activation. 
Thus the variation of E \d.th temperature can, according to the 
absolute irate equation, be attributed to a change i n heat capacity on 
attaining the transition state. A l l the available experimental evidence 
shows that AC* i s negative i n solvolytic reactions and i t must therefore 
be concluded that the heat capacity of the activated complex must be less 
than that of the i n i t i a l reactants. Several explanations have been 
proposed to account for this. 
The electrostatic treatment of reaction rates, which envisages the 
solvent as a continuous dielectric, considers that there i s an electro-
static contribution, EQ, to the energy of activation which depexds on 
dielectric constant. For a l l known solvents the dielectric constant, 
D, decreases with increasing temperature and thus ED» ^  therefore E 
can be expected to vazy vith temperature.. The electrostatic approach has 
been used by many workers (5), especially Amis and La Mer (78) (79) and 
Warner (80) i n the discussion of a large number of ionic and ion-dipole 
reactions, and i s found to give a satisfactory explanation of a great 
deal of experimental data. 
According to Pearson (81) the changes i n energy and entropy for a 
reaction having a pseudo-ionic transition state can be interpretted using 
Eiakwood's equation (82). In this treatment, which assumes the Bom 
Charging process, the free energy (AG) of a dipole, of moment^ and 
molecular radius r, i n a medium of dielectric constant D relative to i t s 
value i n a vacuum i s given t y i 
AG = - u ^ (D-1) 
AS for this process w i l l be obtained by differentiating equation 4 with 
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respect to temperature. However the electrostatic contribution to /\S 
only arises when B varies td.th temperature. Hence ^  S, which refers to the 
transfer of a dipole from a vacuum to a medium of dielectric constant D , 
i s equal to SQ, the electrostatic entropy of the dipole i n the medium of 
dielectric constant D . Consequently ABq, the electrostatic contribution 
to the entippy of activation, i s given l y : 
The subscripts i and t refer to the i n i t i a l and transition respectively. 
The electrostatic contribution to vill then be: 
ACD - ( dT ) (2D r i ) / ( ? 7 ' ^ ) 
Values of ACp obtained i n this manner are usually negative but i n 
poor agreement \n.th values of AG obtained experimentally (70) (83); this 
could, hoifever, be due to the choice of an inappropiate value for 
- mi) On *he other hand i f the value of this term i s adjusted to (rt^ r P ) . 
give the correct va&ue of ACj^ ( j ^ . ACQ S AG ) the corresponding value of 
ASQ does not then agree with the ^erlmental value of ^S*; furthermore, 
electrostatic factors do not control the changes i n both AS^ and AG* 
observed i n going from one solvent to another (70). The failure of tho 
electrostatic approach i n the study of many reactions has already been 
referred to (page 4)» and i t i s further note-worthy that temperature 
dependent E values are not generally associated vri.th constant iso-dielectric 
activation energies as required by the theory (84) (85). Ijoreover the 
Bom relationship assumed i n this treatment does not satisfactorily 
account for the forces existing between a charged particle and i t s f i r s t 
solvation shell, althovigh i t accounts well for the long range forces 
betireen charged pairticles i n solution (86) (87). 
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Moelwyn-Hoghes (51) has suggested that the transition state for the 
hydrolysis of methyl halides has zero heat capacity, and that AC* i s , there-
fore, numerically equal to the partial molar heat capacity of the i n i t i a l 
reactant i^ich. was observed to vary with temperature* A temperature 
dependence of AC* i n these reactions i s not, however, shown by the recent 
work .of Heppolette and Robertson (52); furthermore there seems l i t t l e 
reason why the heat capacity of the activated, complex should be zero 
since parts of the molecule w i l l be unaffected by the activation process.. 
I t i s also d i f f i c u l t to accept a scheme for reactions of this type iMch 
does not envisage the participation of solvent molecules i n the transition 
state.. 
Eohnstam (70) has explained the difference i n the heat capacity of 
the i n i t i a l sSA transition states for SN reactions i n terms of solvation. 
The effect of solvation i n these reactions, which uaa discussed on page 4> 
Causes a reduction i n the energy of activation required for reaction; 
since solvent molecules involved i n the solvation process are less f^ee 
to move than those i n the bulk of the solvent they v d l l be less able to 
absorb heat, and their heat capacity w i l l therefore decrease. On this 
vlev the degree of solvation of the transition state relative to that of 
the i x i i t i a l state i s the most important factor controlling the magnitude 
OfAC* ; furthermore this solvation l^othesis can also be used to account 
for the different values o£AS* for Sjjl and S^Z reactions and the 
constantcy of the ratio dC*/lS* i n solvolysis by mechanism Sjjl - see 
Chapter I , Section 3 (e) and Chapter I I I , Section 2 (b).. 
This simple solvation hypothesis i s not, hoi^ever, supported by 
Robertson and his co-workers (88) (89) who believe that the interactions 
between the i n i t i a l state and the solvent are not carried over into the 
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transition state idth the result that the values of/iC^, and AS*, w i l l 
depend upon the structure of the substrate for a l l nucleophillc substitution 
reactions. I t should be noted, however, that most of Robertson's wrk 
refers to solvolysis i n vraiter and i t may be that the factors controlling 
the magnitude of. AG*, and AS*, i n this solvent are not the same as i n 
p a r ^ aqueous media (69),- For example, AS* for the hydrolysis of 
t-butyl chloride i n mter decreases rapidly v/hen small amounts of water 
are added (73) although the partial molar entropy of water changes l i t t l e 
under these conditions.. 
A. 'freezing-out' of solvent molecules, as i n solvation, has also been 
assumed to account for the negative partial molar heat capacities of 
electrolytes(90) and the negative heat capacities of ionlsatlon of weak 
acids (86)*. Although these cases refer to f u l l y developed ions i t seems 
reasonable to expect a certain similarity i n behaviour with the polar 
transition state of an S^  reaction. Negative values of AC* have been 
observed i n other reactions Bhere the transition state i s more polar than 
the I n i t i a l reaotants; gg., i n the bydrolysis of acetic anhydride i n v&ter 
and aqueous acetone AC* varies betvjeen -55 and -89 cal/deg (84), while 
for the solvolysis of lomethallyl chloride i n 50^  aqueous ethanol (70) 
the value i s about -60 cal/deg and about =45 cal/deg for the hydrolysis 
of methyl nitrate In xiater (91).-
The solvation hypothesis proposed by Kohnstam also gives a satisfactory 
explanation wly the value of the ratio AG*/iiS* should be greater for 
solvolysis by mechanism S^l than by mechanism Sif2 (See Chapter I , Section 
3 (e) ), and furthermore, since the results obtained i n the present xjork 
also show that the value of AC*AS* i s greatest for compounds reacting by 
mechanism Sf^i, the solvation hypothesis vill be used i n the discussion 
of the results of this work i n the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER i n , . 
RESULTS M P DISCUSSIOH 
In this work the hydrolysis of several alkyl chlorides (RCl) and 
broEiides (RBr) i n aqueous acetone was studied over a temperature range of 
500 and rate constants uere determined at 10^ intervals. Rate constants 
determined i n this fashion enable values of the activation parameters» £ 
and AS , to be calculated at sevejTal temjperatures and thus allOH the 
. temperature-dependence of these parameters to be determined.. In every 
case hydrolysis MBS folloved measuring the acidity developed by t i t r a t i o n 
with dilute sodium hydroxide; good first-order kinetics vere always obtained. 
The systems examined are shown iaelov, where i t can be seen that data 
for the hydrolysis of three pairs of alJiyl chlorides and bromides, two of 
the pairs i n ttfo different solvents, are now available. 
R PhCHa* PhCH2 t-Bu t-Bu* pjr02.C^H^.CHPh* 
56 Acetone 50 70 70 80 70 
Mechanism Sjj2 ' ^1 %1 ^1 
The kinetic data for the reactions now studied are summarised i n 
Tables III-A . III-G. Energies of activation (EQBS) ealcul&ted 
from rate coefficients (k) at adjacent temperatures via the integrated 
form of the Azrhenius equation, and refer to the mean temperature of the 
interval, (Tj; • T2) /2 (70). Entropies of activation (AS*OBS) at the 
* Results for benzyl chloride i n 5C^  acetone, t-Butyl bromide i n 80^ acetone 
and p-nitrobenzhydryl chloride i n 70^ acetone were already available before 
the beginning of this work (20). 
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same temperature uere obtained from the equation (70) 
In Iq. = In Ir+ln^+Tg)* ^  */^S*OBS - SgS 
h \ 2 / R • RTi 
irhere EQBS I S the activation energy calculated from the rate coefficients 
at Ti and T2, and the subscrip 1 refers to the ten?)erature T^ ,, The 
temperature coefficient of the activation energy, dE/dT, was obtained 
from the slope of the *best' straight line of T&Q^ against T bj the method 
of least squares, and the heat-capacity of activation, AC , from the 
equation. 
AC* = dE/dT - R. 
Tall details of the methods employed for the determination of rate 
coefficients and i n the calculations are given i n the experimental section 
(PP AA>-50)o 
The results Bhov that dE/dT i s always negative, and never zero, as 
ejected (cf«. Chapter I I ) . For each compound dE/dT, and hence/\C^, 
appears to be constant within the limits of experimental error over the 
temperature range studied since the observed and calculated values of the 
activation energy (EQBS and Ec''^) and of the entropy of activation (^^053 
and AS%*t are i n good agreement with each other. 
Most of the reactions studied i n this work have been examined 
previously by other wrkers and i t i s , therefore, possible to compare the 
various results. Although the earlier data are generally restricted to 
narrow ranges of temperature reasonable comparisons are possible since 
* E^ I S calculated from the 'best* straight line of EQBS against T, 
ASQ i s calculated from the 'best' straight line of 4S*Qgg agiinst 
log T. 
35. 
the temperature coefficients of both E and/IS* have been determined i n the 
present irerk.. Hence the values of these parameters can be calculated at 
the temperatures to which the previous values refer. Exact agreement 
between the results of different irorkers i s , however, extremely unlikely. 
This i s mainly due to the slight differences i n the conposition of the 
solvents used which arises from the d i f f i c u l t y of preparing partly aqueous 
solvents of exact composition by volume. Examination of the data given 
i n Table I I I - H shows, however, that there i s fair, agreement between the 
results of the present work and those of other vrorkers.. Suitable data 
for comparison with p-nitrobenzIqrdTyl and ben^l bromides i n the 70^ 
solvent were not found i n the literature.. 
2.. Discuppionf 
(a) T^ e )£inetic effect of repl^cinR a chlorine ty a bromine fttom i n alkyl 
halj^c^es^ 
The present ri^sults for the hydrolysis of some alkyl chlorides and 
bromides at 50°C are given i n Table I I I - I . . I t can be seen that the 
bromides invariably react some 25-40 times faster than the corresponding 
chlorides aid that, irrespective of mechanism, this increase i n reactivity 
i s almost entirely due to a reduction i n activation energy^ 
This observation i s supported by the work of Hine and Leo (50) on 
the hydrolysis of bensyl chloride and bromide i n aqueous acetone and by 
Robertson and Heppolette's work (52) on the l ^ r o l y s i s of methyl halides 
. i n water. In both these cases a comparison of the activation parameters 
for the chloride and bromide i s possible at the same temperature.. 
The conclusion i s not supported by the work of Winstein and his 
co-workers (54) (55) (56) who have examined a uide variety of solvolytic 
reactions for purposes of solvent characterisation. Their data show 
35a. 
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that, i n general, the difference i n reactivity between an alkyl chloride 
and the corresponding bromide involves almost equal changes i n both E 
and AS*^ and that the greater reactivity of the bromide can be attributed 
to an average decrease i n AH* of 0»8 ^  0»3 kcal CdH^^ = E •> RT) plus an 
average increase i n ^ S * of 3 2 cal* This observation i s , however, 
open to several objections. In many cases the bromides were examined at 
a lower temperatiu'e than the corresponding chlorides and the temperature 
coefficients of £ and AS* were not determined although when the \d.ue of 
AC i s negative the value of ^S w i l l increase as the temperature decreases; 
the bromide at the lower temperature i s expected to have a greater 
value of ^ S^ than the chlbride at a higher temperature even i f the value 
of AS"^  i s the same for both at the same temperature* Furthermore many 
of the data quoted by Hinstein are taken from the results of other workers 
and were, i n some cases, adjusted to refer to different temperatures azid 
solvent compositions.. 
According to Cooper and Hughes (60)(6l)(95) the different reactivities 
of iso-propyl and t-butyl chlorides and bromides i n solvolysis by aqueous 
ethanol are mainly due to changes i n entroj^. This conclusion, which also 
contradicts that of the present work, i s also open to objections.. 
Examination of their data shows that the bromide was examined over a 
lower temperature range than the chloride and that i n the case of 
iso-propyl bromide, where rate constants were determined over a 40° range 
of temperature, the value of E, calculated from rates at adjacent 
temperatures, did not decrease with increase i n temperature as expected 
for reactions of this type (See Chapter II)» Values of E for the I ^ r o l y e i i | 
IJhen AC* = -30 cal. deg.'^, AS*(37.5<?) -/IS* (12.5O) = 2.5 cal. 
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of iso-prppyl bromide are given i n Table I I I - J . 
Tabl^ I I I - J , 
Activation Energies for the Hydrolysis of 
Iso-Propvl Bromide i n 80^ Aoueoua Ethanol. 
Temperature (°C) E (kcali.) 
70 23*25 
60 23.28 
50 23.10 
Furthermore i f the values of E and AS ^ for the iso-propyl halides (See 
Table I-O) are adjusted to refer to the same ten^erature the results w i l l 
be more i n accord with those of the present work since the value of £ for 
the chloride w i l l increase while the value of£!^ w i l l become less 
negative. 
The principal conclusion of this work i s , therefore, that the greater 
reactivities of a l l ^ l bromides compared idth the corresponding chlorides 
i n Sji solvolysis i s due mainly to changes i n energy of activation, 
consistent with the reduction i n the energy of ionisation i n passing from 
the Gii-Ci to the C-Br bond» Changes i n the entropy of activation are small 
and contribute l i t t l e to the differences i n the rates of Iq^rolysis of 
alkyl bromides and the corresponding chlorides, 
(b) The use of AC*As* as a mechanistic test. 
Behsley and.Kohnstam (lO) have, recently suggested, from a study of 
the hydrolysis of alkyl chlorides i n aqueous acetone, that the value of 
the ratio AC*As* can provide useful information about the mechanism of 
% reactions* The basis of this test can be explaihed i n terms of the 
38. 
solvation t^othesis outlined i n Chapter I I . Thus the magnitude of AC 
and AS* vUlp i n the absence of complicating features, be almost entirely 
controlled by the degree of solvation of the transition state relative to 
that of the i n i t i a l state. In an S^l reaction bothAC*andAS* i j i l l bs 
Sovemed by the same factors BSd hence the value ofAC*/AS* should be 
independent of the substrate and dependent only on solvent composition 
and temperature.. In an S^Z reaction the partial covalent attachment of 
a solvent molecule i n the transition state causes a greater loss i n entropy 
than i t s participation i n solvation but the value of AG* i s not greatly 
altered; the Su2 value of AC*/4lS* w i l l , therefore, be substantially less 
than the value for an S^l reaction. Values oeAC*/AS* calculated from 
the results of the present work are given i n Table I I I - K . 
Table I I I . K , 
Values of ACVAS* at 90°C, 
Confound Solvent Mechanism A c V ^ * 
Bensgrl bromide 5<^ % 2 1.24^0.11 
Ben^l bromide 70^ SH2 0.97*0.11 
Ben:^l chloride 70^ % 2 0.89*0.12 
ti-Butyl bromide 70^ 3.99+0.33 
t«>Butyl chloride 7035 %! 3..58*p..39 
p>>lIitrobenzhydryl 
bromide 
'm % 1 3.69*0.33 
t o ^ t y l chloride 80^- Sjjl 2.60*0.27 
(1) V^uQs Of ACVAS* i n Siffl reactions. 
Values otHC^/AS* for the % 1 reactions now studied are compared idth 
the values of this ratio for other reactions occurring by this mechanism 
i n Tables I I I ^ L and III-M. I t can be seen that, within the limits of 
39. 
e^erimental error, the values ofAC*/^S* are the same for both chlorides 
and bromides under the same experimental conditions, and that the values 
of the ratio obtained i n this work compare very favourably with those of 
other imrk on allqrl chlorides. 
Tabl? I I I - L , 
Values O^ACVAS* for Sj^l Solyolysjp i n 70^ 
Aqueous Acetone ftt goec^  
Present Work Other Work 
Halide A C*/&S* Halide 
t-Butyl bzvmide 3.9910.33 p-^ Benzhydxyl 
t-6utyl chloride 3.58+0*39 chloride (22) 3»62+0.13 
p^Nitrobenzl^ryl 
bromide 
3.69+0.33 (X=H^Cl,Br,I,N02) 
Table II I - H . 
Values of AC*/QS* for Snl Solvolvsis i n 8C 
4°ueous Acetone at 50°C. 
Present Work. Other Work. 
Halide A cV^S* Halide AC*/!S* 
t-Butyl chloride 2.60+0*27 t-Butyl bromide 
Benzl^ryl 
chloride (22) 
2.80+0*37 
2.81+P..27 
( i i ) Values of AC*/AS* i n S^j2 reactions. 
Values of'M*/A3* for the Sg2 reactions now studied are con^ared with 
the values of this ratio for other reactions occurring by this mechanism 
i n Table I l l - N . I t can be seen that the values of the ratio obtained i n 
this work compare favourably with those of other viork. 
Values of AC /AS for the S^l reactions of both chlorides and bromides 
40. 
Table l i l ^ . 
Values of ^C*/as* f«. S^ p^ Sowmyf^^c 
Aqueous Aeetone at SpOC. 
Present Hork Other Work 
RaLide /I C ViSS* Halide ^c*/as* 
B&azyl bromide Z.24*0.11 Hi-^UI^I brooide, n» 
propyl bromide.. 
p-X Ben^l chloride 
(X=H, WOg) (22). 
Ir20*p.l6 
0.90+O.U 
under the same experimental conditions are vezy similar and considerably 
larger than the values of the ratio for S^ 2 reactions. This conclusion 
i s i n agreement with Kohnstam^s suggestion that the value of^C*/AS* for 
an S^l reaction u i l l be considerably larger than that for an %2 reaction 
and that the value of the ratio td.ll be independent of the nature of the 
substrate and dependent only on solvent composition and temperature. 
Thi^ the results of this work strengthen the validity of using the value 
ot£iG*/llS* as a test of reaction mechanism and Indicate that the tost i s 
applicable to both alkyl chlorides and bromides.. 
I t i s notexrorthy that for reactions occurring by the same mechanism 
under the same experimental conditions the values of AC* and AS* for 
bromides are only vexy slightly less than those for chlorides. This 
implies that the degree of solvation i n the transition state of hydrolysis 
i s vexy similar for chlorides and bromides. Values ot AC* and AS* for 
some chlozldes and bromides are given i n Table III>0.. This observation 
i s rather surprising since i t i s normally considered that the f u l l y 
developed bromide ion i s solvated to a smaller degree than the chloride 
ion» I n the present case, however, i t must be remembered that partial 
bonds exist between the alkyl group and the displaced halogen \d.th the 
41. 
TABLE III-O. 
Values of ^ C* aM AS* for Snm^  AllryT 
Chlorides and Bromlrt»a 
Halide ^/lS*(cal.de|."'^) -AC*(cal.deg,.'*^) 
t ^ t y l i n 70^ aqueous 
acetone (present work). 
CI 
Br 
11.58 * 0.21 
10.79 * 0.33 
41.it • 4. 4 
43.0 • 3.3 
Bensgrl i n "70$ aqueous 
acetone (present work). 
CI 
Br 
i 0..38 
23.86 + 0.11 
21..3 • 2.9 
23.1 + 2..6 
Ben^l i n 50$> aqueous 
acetone (present vrork and (lO)). 
CI 
Br 
22 -8 
2o!.99 • 0.01 
21,0 + 2.5 
26.0 i 2.2 
result that direct comparison idth the behaviour of f l i l l y developed Ions 
may not be completely j u s t i f i e d i n this instance.- On the other hand 
Shorter and HinshelxTOod (58) have published data for the solvolysis of 
some alkyl chlorides and iodides i n aqueous ethanol which show that there 
i s a considerable difference i n the degree of solvation of the transition 
states of these halides. This evidence must, however, be regarded as 
questionable since examination of their work, i n which rate constants were 
detezialned over a range of tenQ^eratures, did not reveal the temperature 
dependence of E now e3q>ected for reactions of this l^e.^ 
(c) The hTdroLvsis of benzvl bromide. 
The available evidence suggests that the hydrolysis of bensyl chloride 
i n partly aqueous solvents i s mechanistically borderline (2) (10) and i t 
might, therefore, be ^ qpected that benzyl bromide would react via the 
uniiBolecular mechanism since organic bromides are more readily ionised 
than chlorides. 
The value of dC /AS for benzyl bromide obtained i n this work does 
not support this view but indicates that reaction occurs by mechanism 
42. 
SH2» Additional evidence from the present mrk also supports this 
conclusion. Thus the value of AS*, vMch i s usually more negative for 
an Sf^2 than an S^l reaction (7) (96), compares favourably viith the values 
oSAS* for other S^ 2 reactions, as shown i n Table III-P.. 
TABLE III«P. 
Values of AS* for Some Sw2 Reactions at ^ OQ.. 
Reaction *AS*(cal. deg."^) Ref. 
Bensyl chloride i n 5^ aq.. acetone 22.8 (10) 
E t l ^ l bromide i n 50^ aq.. acetone 18.3 (77) 
n-jPropyl bxvmide i n 50^ aq.. acetone 20.79 (77) 
Bensyl bromide i n 50^ aq. acetone 
Ben^l bromide i n TC^ aq. acetone 
20^99 
23.86 
(present 
work) 
The influence of a change i n solvent composition on the rate of hydrolyslc 
of benzyl bromide (See Chapter I Section 3 (b)) i s also consistent xdth 
the view that this substance reacts bimolecularly since a change i n 
solvent composition from 70^ to 50^ aqueous acetone only increases the 
reaction rate by a factor of 5, while for a similar change i n solvent 
composition for the S^hydrolysis of t»butyl chloride this factor i s 15. 
Data for the hydrolysis of benzyl bromide i n partly aqueous solvents 
are limited but Hine and Lee (50) have also shown that the hydrolysis of 
this substance i n aqueous acetone occurs bimolecularly. This observation 
was based upon the fact that no sigiciifleant increase i n reaction rate was 
produced by the acbromination of benzyl bromide.. I f mechanism Sj^l had 
been operating a marked increase i n reaction rate should have been noted 
due to the greater possibilities of electron release to the reaction 
centre.. 
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I t la of interest to ostabllah to what extent, i f any, %1 processes 
contribute to the overall rate of hydrolysis of benzyl bromide i n the 50^ 
solvent. An approximate value for the fraction of the t o t a l solvolysis 
which proceed by mechanism %!, k^A » can be obtained caj-culating -
the energy and entropy of activation for the % 1 process (% and ^S^ 
respectively) ^ l i t h the aid of a p r i o r i reasonable assumptions. I f i t i s 
asgomed tiiat otMichlorination i n benzyl chloride lowers by the e^me amount 
as oc-chlorination i n benzylldene chloride (10), a 26.5 kcal. for the 
I ^ r o l y s i s bens^l chloride at 50°. The rate of l^/drolysls of benzyl 
bromide, i l l a t i v e to the chloride, i s almost the same as for the ^ 1 
tQ/drolyeip of other bromides and i t ima therefore assumed that 
^(PhCHgBr) - %(PhCH;^l) = EoBs(PhCH2Br) - EQBs(PhCH2Cl). 
This yields Ei(?hGB^) = 2^ .9 kcal. at 50°,. ^S^ was taken as «10 'cal. 
deg.*^ (AS* for the % 1 hydrolysis of t-butyl chloride i n 50^ aqueous 
acetone at 50°C i s *10.28 cal. deg,'^ '^  (69) ). Hence k^ A — 0,03j 
this value i s much too small to permit the vieH that % 1 processes 
contribute significantly to the overall solvolysis i n the 50^ solvent. 
I t therefore seems l i k e l y that the effect of exchanging a chlorine 
for a brtHsine atom i n the ben^l halides i s restricted to increasing the 
rate of hydrolysis vdthout causing a change i n reaction Qochanism. 
* the subscript 1 refers to the Sjjl value, 
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CHAPTER IV,. 
1,. Preparation and Purification of Materials, 
(a) p-Hltrobenzhvdrvl bromide. 
p-I9itrobenzophenone was prepared by Friedel<-Grafts reaction between 
p>nitFobenzoyl chloride and benzene using anhydrous aluminium chloride as 
oata^^st., The ketone was purified by shaking with activated charcoal i n 
acetone followed by repeated reciystalllsation from this solvent. I t had 
mp, 135^13700 (138°G (97)) and inftra-red analysis indicated a purity 49855,. 
p-Nltrobenzhydrol was obtained l y Meerweia-Pondorf reduction of the 
ketone add was purified by shaking with activated charcoal i n ethanol 
folloafed by repeated recrystallisatlon from this solvent. The purified 
alcohol had mp. 74-75.5°C (73-75.5°C (98))., and infra-red analysis indicated 
a purity q£ approxiaately 99^, 
The alcohol vas bromlnated by passing a stream of dry hydrogen bromide 
through a benzene solution for 4--6 hours i n the presence of anhydrous 
lithium bromide. I]|ydrogen bromide was prepared by reaction of bromine 
\dth t e t r a l l n i n the presence of iron f i l i n g s and was passed through 
t e t r a l i n and concentrated sulphuric acid before use. The bromide was 
obtained by washing the benzene solution (water/dilute aqueous potassium 
bicarbonate/water), drying (anhydrous sodium sulphate), and removing the 
solvent by d i s t i l l a t i o n under reduced pressure. Purification was carried 
out \^ passing a petroleum ether/di-ethyl ether solution of the bromide 
down a *Celite* (alumina) column; the solvent was removed under reduced 
pj?essure and l e f t a pale yellow li q u i d which slowly crystallised to a pale 
45. 
yellow solid mp*. 31-33°C 6 
(b) Benzyl brpmide^. 
Commercial ben2yl bromide was shaken with sodium bicarbonate, dried 
with anhydrous sodium sulphate and then purified by d i s t i l l a t i o n under 
reduced pressure, large head and t a i l fractions being discarded. 
mp^  was -4.0°C (-3.9OC (99)). 
A similar method v&a used to obtain the following halides i n the 
required state of purity, 
(c) Benzyl chloride. 
ni5 = 1.5420 (n^J = 1..5a5 (97)). 
.(d) t^Butvl chloride. 
= 1.3870 ( i ^ = U3856 (97))* 
(e) t-Butvl bromide. ' 
n^5 - 1^^260 (njj = 1.428 (lOO)). 
The purity of the halides was determined by estimation of the acid 
liberated on con^lete hydrolysis of a weighed sample i n aqueous acetone 
by t i t r a t i o n with standard sodium hydroxide.. Only halides of purity 4995^  
were used i n the kinetic run8» 
(f ) Ap^toqei, 
Solvent acetone vas prepared by refluxing A^ R. material with potassium 
permanganate and sodium hydroxide for two hours; the bulk of the acetone 
was d i s t i l l e d off and then» after the addition of a l i t t l e faydroquinone, 
carefully fractipziated, generous head and t a i l fractions being discarded 
(101) i. Acetone for t i t r a t i o n p\u?poses was obtained by treating commercial 
Smith and Leffler (98) have also prepared this substance but obtained a 
liquid.. > . 
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material i n a similar fashion. 
The aqueous solvent faas prepared by volume; thus 70^ aqueous acetone 
refers to a mixture of 70 volumes of acetone and 30 volumes of water.. 
2. Measurement of Reaction Rates.. 
The thermostats used were of conventional design except at O^ C^ where 
a well-stirred bath of melting ice was used* The temperatures were 
always maintained constant to within * 0.01° and were measured with 
thermometers which had been checked against thermometers standardised by 
the National Plgrsical Laboratory to • 0.02°. 
With the exception of t-butyl bromide i n the 70$ solvent the sealed 
ampoule technique was used throughout this work. The tubes containing 
the reaction mixture (0*031. with respect to the halide) were placed i n 
a suitable container and then introduced into the thermostat with vigorous 
shaking. When the thermostat had regained i t s original temperature, 
usually within two to eight minutes, two or three tubes were xfithdrawn 
ani plunged into an acetone/torikold*. Areezing mixture; further tubes were 
ifithdrawn at various times and treated similarly. The amount of acid 
present i n any tube was determined by breaking the cleaned tube under 
200ml. of cold, neutral acetone and t i t r a t i n g xfith sodium hydroxide using 
lacnold as indicator., ' Complete hydrolysis of the halide present i n a 
tube was carried out by heating at an elevated temperature. 
In the case of t-butyl bromide the reactant was added to the solvent 
i n the thermostat and 5ml. saimples withdrawn as required, run into 200ffll. 
of cold, neutral acetone and titrated as before. The acidity produced 
on complete hydrolysis was determined by running a 5cil sample into a ^ s s 
tube which was then sealed off, heated at an elevated temperature, and then 
treated as described above.. 
4-7. 
3.. Calculation of Results., 
(q) Reaction rat?,. 
Rate constants were obtained from the integrated first-oxder rate 
equation 
k = 2iJ02 log a 
t (a-x), 
where the symbols have their usual meaning* 
I n any one run, k was generally obtained as the mean of ten separate 
determinations and at least two runs were always carried out for a given 
set of e:q)erimental conditions,^ 
The standard error, of the mean k was calculated from 
n 
vfliere Is^ = mean value of k» 
k = individual values of k. 
n = number of k values. 
Good first-order kinetics, were always obtained and the value of 
^B/KI never exceeded 0.003. Rate constants at 50°C were calculated from 
the calculated values of E and AS* at 50°C. 
In this work several batches of each solvent were used, and each batch 
was monitored by examining the rate of iQndrolysis of a reactant which had 
been studied previously. The substance used for the 70 and BO^ solvents 
was benzl^ryl chloride and for the 5C^  solvent p-nitrobenzhydryl chloride; 
both of these compounds reacting by mechanism S^l, In this manner rates 
of hydrolysis could be corrected to refer to the same batch of each solvent. 
For the S^l reactions of the t-butyl and p^nitrobenzhydryl halides a 
correction term i^ as obtained by direct comparison of the rate of hydrolysis 
of benzhydzyl chloride i n the required solvent with standard values (20), 
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For the %2 reactions of the benzyl halides a similar procedure was adopted 
except that allowance ma made for the fact that an S^2 reaction i s not 
altered to the same extent as an S^ l^ reaction for a similar change i n 
solvent composition (See Chapter I , Section 3b ). An approxiiaate value 
for this additional fa.ctor was obtained comparing the effects of a 
similar change i n solvent composition on the rates of hydrolysis of 
t-butyl chloride i n ben^^l chloride. 
(b> Er^ermr 9t act^yqt^Lon, 
Activation energies, £oBS» vere calculated from the equation 
2.303RT1T2 log ^ 
?OBS = T 2 - T 1 k p 
which arises from the integrated form of the Arrhenius equation. 
k^ i s the rate constant at Ti and • 
k2 ie the rate constant at T2. 
Energies of activation calculated i n this manner refer to the mean of the 
temperature interval, (T^ ^ * T2) /2; this i s shown i n the Appendix. 
The standard error i n ISQ^ i s given by (102), 
w-S-lSf-IDT, 
where Sj^ i s the standard error i n k^ at T^^ 
and '(^ 2 standard error i n kg at Tg. 
The value of E at any particular temperature i s calculated f^om 
Ec = E„ • (dB/dT) (T-T„) 
where EQ i s the mean of the observed activation energies, j^. s I(EOBS)/^> 
and T^ i s the mean of the temperatures to which the values of EQ^ refer, 
i&*9 ^ m ~ 7he standard error i n EQ depends upon the standard error 
7 
i n dE/dT such that 
ff(Ec) atfldE/dT) (T-Tm). 
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(c) Entropy of activation. 
Entropies of activation, AS*QjQf at the temperature (T^ • T2)/2 
(see Appendix) t^ere obtained from the expression 
AS = 2»303B -log k » 1 • log k^^ - l o g » T2' 
L h 2»303 2,303RTi 2 -
wfaioh arises from the conventional ftorm of the absolute rate equation for 
reactions i n solution. 
The value of AS* at sjoy particular temperature i s calculated from 
AS* = ASJ • 2.303 AC*(log T-log TQ) 
where AS^ i s the mean of the observed entropies of activation, i g . , 
AS^ = I(AS*oBs)/n and log Tm = lilog T)/n. 
The standard error i n AS * depends upon the standard error i n dE/dT such 
that 
(r(AS* ) = 2.303 (r(dE/dT) (log T-log Tm). 
(d) p^at QfiP^ pirlfY ^<?Uv^1fioftt 
Values of dE/dT were obtained as the slope of the 'best'straight 
l i n e of EQ^ against T from the esqpression 
and heat Capacities of activation, AG*, were calculated from the relationship 
AC* = dB/dT-R. 
The standard error of dE/dT can be obtained i n one of tvo wayst 
( i ) from the *best< straight line of EQBS against T. 
( T W = rKE0SS-Ee)2 1 ^  
VdT; ln -2 ti^Tm)^. 
( i i ) fjrom the standard error i n EQBS 
^\6X) - 2(T-Tm)2 
The values of (r(dE/dT) quoted i n this thesis and eiqployed to calculate 
50. 
the errors i n E^  8Xi&/!^ % were always the largest of the values obtained 
from ( i ) and (ii)„ ' 
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To Show, that EQ^. and Aslj^ Refer to the Temperature (T^^T^l/g^ 
(a) SQBS* 
The value of B^ gg i s calculated £rom the expression 
EQSS = a^lTg l a k2 
«2-Tl ^ . - . - 1 
Thus i f ^ BS varies with temperature i t s value i d l l depend on T]^  and TgS 
this i s i n f a c t the case (see Table III-A, page 27) and i t i s , therefore, 
necessary to establish to tdiat teoperatiire E^g^ ^ refers. The e^orlnentol 
results of this work indicate t ^ t the value of dE/dT i s c o n s ^ t over tbo 
temperature range studied and therefore i t may be assumed that £ varies 
linearly with temperature. 
Equation 1 may be written 
= RT1T2 f l n k ^ ^ l n T g * ! * ^^*To - % g - In k^ * I n Ti - 1 
R RTi 
T2^Ti [ h R ^ £ 
h i 
Noting that AC" = (dE/dT)-R and d(AS*)/dT = 4C*A 
EoBs = r i n v ^ ^ ^ ^ - f T a * 2 l 
^2-Tl L ^1 R ^1 ^ 2 ^^1 -
= Bij^Tg * % ^ r In Tg ^  T2-T3^  » VTg' 
, " T " T ^ l d T L 2T2 2Ti . 
2 - T 2 ( V T l ) - ( V T 2 ) = Br 
2T1 
l ^ l d a l values of T^ ,^ T2 and dE/dT are 300, 31O and -30 respectively; 
substitution of these values i n equation 2 shows that 
EQBS = ^ » T 2 * 5 eal, 
2 
Since 5 oal» i s negligible cosipared with a value of EQBS of 20 kcal.. i t 
folloxra that EQBS = Ej]^ <.Y2 
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(b) AS*oBs, 
From the absolute rate equation 
In k^ =5 I n k'- + 1 * I n Tj • ^ s \ ^ - ^ 
T R RTi - - 3 
I f equation 3 i s written 
I n k i = I n t*- • 1 • I n T2*T2 <• flS*oBS " ^i*T2 
RT;^  ^ 
i t i s necessary to establish to what temperature S^^ ggg refers. 
Comparison of equations 3 and 4 shovjs that 
0 p l i i Tj^T^- li» Ti • ^ S*oBs- ^ A i -JLpMa" ^ l ' 
2 R RTil 2 
and that 
^^*OBS-^*Ti - £ ^ T2»T2 - R In T3^ »T2 
dT 21^ 2Tj^ 
= AC* ~ 3* [ i n Ti«T2 - In Ti 
2 
= A8\»Yg - AS*y^  
2 
Hence As*QBg = ^^*T|^ 
2 
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Details of Kinetic Runs. 
(5 mLi- samples tit r a t e d with O.OiH sodium l ^ r o x i d e ) . 
55. 
Benzyl Bromide i n 50^ Aoueous Aeetofle 
(Solvent F) at 69.000G. Run Hos. 
Time (sec*) Tltre. (ml.) 104k (sec.-^) 
0 . .0,90 
0 0.90 
420 2.02 
720 2.71 
loiao 3.-36 
1320 3^8 
1620 4.38 
1860 4»82 
22^ 5.30 
2520 5..68 
2760 5.98 
3060 6.29 
3300 6.50 
3660 6.81 
. ao 9.11 
OO 9.10 
Mean k = 
3.493 
3.457 
3.490 
(3.^6) 
(3.403) 
3.489 
3.457 
3.463 
3.494 
3.493 
3.473 
3.477 
.79 X 10-4sec..-^  
Duplicate mean k. (11 determinations) = 3.483 x 10"4eeo."'-'-
Overall mean k;kni = 3.481 x ip^4seo.'"^ 
^ = 0.0008 
Isa corrected for the solvent = 3.439 x lOr^ec.""-^ 
.56. 
0 0,89 
0 0.89 
.2,30- •• 1.570 
1905 1.572 
3.4B5 . 1.552 
3035 4*06 1.557 
3530 . 4,54 1.566 
4345 §•05 
5.«44 1.572 
5605 1.5^ 
7105 1.575 
8O05 1.576 
1.5^ 
1..572 
9.31 
CO 9.31 
C30 9.32 
Ihmlt a 1.563 s lO^oe.'"^ 
Di^eato acaa l i (12 dotsrsteitioas) a 1,578 s lO'^cc.'*^ 
Overall mm t } = 1,573 s lO'^ccc.*'^ 
^ - 0.0024 
"ka corrootod for tho colvoTit = 1,554 x lO^Ge,"^^ 
57o 
!S:lee (sec.) Tltaro. (ol,) I Q ^ (ccc»*"^) 
0 C,34 
0,6451 
(mo 3*26 0.,66S6 
10563 ^•72 0,6491 
5.17 0.655A 
5*75 0.6507 
1794.0 6*25 0^ 6495 
19140 0.6533 
Sim 6,95 0^2 
7.17 0.6516 
34/^0 7.41 0.65m 
^6340 7.59 0.6534 
9<,17 
CO 9,17 
eO 9,1S 
0.6517 zt IQ-^ncc."^ 
BE^aioate Doan Is (11 dotoroasaatiiona) = 0,6516 a lO^cc,"'^ 
OvQS-all E332n k I 1%, a 0.6517 s IcHcee,"-'-
^ = 0,0013 
UQ comctGd for tho ooiveat s 0.6439 is ItT^ccc.*'^ 
58, 
0 0,57 
0 0^ 56 
7PS0 ' 2*00 0*2546 
121^ 2,90 0..^5S 
14940 3*^ 0.2551 
175SO • 3*72 0*2343 
2112D 4<^ 22 0,2561 
23700 4«54 0*2557 
4*92 0*2552 
2S9»0 5.16 0*2571 
3i3SE) 5*39 0,2561 
0 0,19 
0 0*19 
61^ 00 7*46 0.25S1 
67620 7*71 0*5574 
74340 7.97 0,25^ 
9*315 
9..31 
9.39 
0,2561 » icr^seo,*'^ 
Dug>ileato aosn h (11 fiotexoiaatioEs) s 0*2567 2 i c r ^ e . * ^ 
Overoli Eisaa Is 5 s 0,2564 s IOT^^GC**^ 
^ = 0,0917 
is^  QO^QO^ for tho eolveiit = 0,2533 x 10*4coe.'*^ 
59. 
Penssyl. Bromj4e in 505S Aqueous Acetone 
(Solvent F) at ^,?y>C,. Run Npp, 7V76,, 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) lO^k (sec."^) 
0 0.35 
0 0»36 
18900 1.90 0,.09333 
25500 Z6.3B 0^09348 
87360 5.72 0.09452 
100920, 6.19 0.09396 
112200 6.64 0.09607 
115980 8.11 O.O956I 
0 0,13 
0 0.16 
60480 4»39 O..09473 
73740 5.07 0.09557 
86640 5.63 0.09561' 
148500 7^ 47 0.09399 
162060 7.85 (O.O9638) 
173340 8.04 0.O96U 
9,88 
9.88 
Mean k = 0,09482 x JJOrAsecr^ 
Duplicate mean k (11 determinations) = 0,09441 x 10*48ec."^ 
Overall mean k j Is^  = O.O946I x 10"45ec.'"^ 
1^ = 0.0021 
Isjn corrected for the solvent = 0/9347 x 10-4sec."'l 
60. 
PrWitrobenzhTdryl Chloride in Aoueous Acetone 
(Solvent F) at 50.020C.. Run Hos.. q';/q6. 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) 10^ (sec."^) 
0 0»69 
0 0.73 
1200 2.10 (1.694) 
1800 2.73 1^ 730 
2520 3.37 1.724 
3300 4.01 1.742 
44,00 4.82 1.770 
5220 5.22 1.743 
6540 5.B5 1.747 
7800 6.37 1.776 
8400 6.58 1..788 
9060 6^ 77 1.792 
9600 6^ 86 1.756 
10320 7.10 (1.816) 
oO 8^ 27 
oO 8.25 
Mean k = 1..757 x 10-4sec.-^ 
Duplicate mean k (lO determinations) = 1.763 x 10"4sec,''^  
Overall mean k ; kn, = 1.760 x lO^ec.."^ 
6m 
' ^ - 0.003 
61, 
toggOJ8g>j^Q,Aa.7a3 Anxxtmn Aeo^ s^ p 
TSs© (sec.) ¥ita». (ai .) 104i: (aoc.^^) 
0 Q»93 
0 0,92 
895 2.53 2 , ^ 
1495 3*40 2.233 
2215 4.33 2,235 
3695 4i>^ 2,250 
3475 5.65 2,247 
4315 . 6*36 2.353 
5^5 6*95 2*254 
6055' ^ 7,43 2*265 
6835 7.77 2*252 
7433 8*01 2.254 
S033 . S,23 2.287 
S451 3.35 2.^0 
oo 
9*63 
OO 
9.64 
Ifeah is s 2o254 x V^oe*^ 
Si^licatd scan k (10 detonoiaaticno) = 2*^5 s ICT e^oc**^ 
OTSKJH Bsaa k g « . 2*259 s lO^sac,*^ 
^ = 0.0011 
corrected £or ths eolvent s 2*320 s ao^4sec. 
62. 
Benayl Bromide in m Acmeons Acetone 
(So^ Y i^^ t^  G) %^ «qn Nop,MO 
Time (sec..) Titre. (ml.) 104k (sec 
0 0..38 
0 0*39 
0 o . a 
1320 1.61 (i.031) 
2640 2.76 1.075 
3600 3.47 I0O75 
4735 4.23 1.079 
6240 5.11 1.048 
7200 5.54 1.068 
8820 6*29 1,081 
IO56O 6.94 1.086 
12300 7i,45 1.081 
I356O 7^ .78 1,083 
15360 8^ 20 1.093 
16860 8.46 1.089 
GO 9.99 
06 
9.99 
Mean k = 1^ 078 x 10"4gec.-l 
Duplicate mean k (12 determinations) =i 1.078 x 10^4geg;-»l 
Overall mean k j kjn = 1,078 x 10^4sec."^ 
6g. 
= 0.0019 
corrected for the solvent = 1,107 x l(r4sec»*^ 
63. 
tSdo (soc.) (ol*) 10% (sce.''^) 
0 o^ aQ 
0 0*1S5 
sm 1.03 0.4S41 
2.05 0*4i33l 
72£15 3*@4 ©*4S63. 
10665 3.S0 0.4e33 
la^eo • 4.-27 
14S35 AM 0*4^ 
16215 5.10 0.4Sv7 
17775 5.^ 0,4IS7D 
19305 5*63 0,4914 
21075 .5*95 o*4es7 
27355 6.S4 0,4867 
3 ^ 5 7*52 0.4S54 
oO 9*15 
OO 9.15 
flt^llmto tsam k (12 fiotegQiaaUoaa) s 0,4060 z 10^4Gce,*^ 
^ = 0*0015 
!^ eemjctca Set Wo edtroat a 0*4994 s l@^33c»^ 
64. 
Bengyl Bromide in 70^ Aqueous Acetone 
(Solvent G) at 54.860c. Run Nos. U2/lA^.. 
Time (sec.) Titre. ( m l j lO^k (sec.'^) 
0 0.25 
0 0,25 
4270 1.08 (0.2169) 
7590 1.60 0.2046 
11550 2.21 0.2027 
17790 3.09 0.2026 
23070 3.77 0.2037 
28170 4.33 0.2024 
O 0.08 
0 0,08 
57240 6.65 0.2031 
60720 6.87 O.2041 
65310 7.13 0.2047 
70U0 7.35 0.2039 
78090 7,68 0*2030 
84720 7.96 O.2052 
9.64 
9.64 
Mean k s-. O.2036 x 10"^sec.^ ^ 
Duplicate mean k (11 determinations) => 0.2044 x 10'~48ec.r'^  
Overall mean k ; k^ = O.204O x lO^^sec"! 
kn, = 0,0012 
kjj, corrected for the solvent = 0,2095 x lO'^sec."^ 
oO 
eo 
65. 
(Solvent G) at ZA.a20C. Ran HQ3.12AA2^. 
Time (sec.) 
0 
0 
53850 
69360 
82350 
143100 
249750 
oo 
oo 
Titre. (ml.) 
0.36 
0;.35 
3*54 
4.22 
4.76 
6,55 
10^ ( soc. 
- l ^ 
0.08071 
O.OSO^ i^  
0.08112 
0.08076 
0 0.02 
0 0.02 
69390 ' 4.06 0.08123 
98190 • 5*06 (0.07848) 
11540 5.64 0.07923 
154350 6,73 0.08142 
169935 7.04 0.08123 
182910 7.28 0.08134 
243630 3.14 (0.082a) 
8.16 0.03102 
9.40 
9*40 
Mean k = 0,08085 x 10-4sec.*^ 
Di^licato mean k (12 determinations) = 0.08C@7 x lO '^^ sec."^ 
Overall mean k j 1%, = 0,08086 x lO^sec."^ 
da 
kg, = 0.0015 
corrected for the solvent = O.O8304 x lO^co. 
66. 
0 0.37 
7§0 2.17 2,773 
1260 3.12 2.797 
19:^ 4*S0 2,7S1 
2^0 4*71 2.775 
3004 5.6i 2.778 
3530 6*13 2.756 
4020 6o58 2,764 
49^ 7*25 2.762 
5605 7 , S 2o%0 
6£®5 '^•^l 2,767 
6540 BolO 2*754 
9.64 
9.62 
I3eank = 2.772 x ICT^oc*'"^ 
Su^cafeo C3£m It (11 detorjaiaaUono) = 2,774 s Ifir^CGc,"^ 
Ovorail csaa !s 8 li^ jj s 2*773 x lO^coe.*^ 
67. 
^im (GOC.) SPltso, (lal.) 10% (cee,*'^ ) 
0 0*9S 
0 0*96 
960 1.77 (0.9233) 
. 2,44 0*9175 
34SO 3.53 0.9173 
444J5 4*12 0^92^ 
5760 4.C2 0,91S7 
^ 5,52 0,9160 
9060 ' 6 .^ 0*9177 
il04O 6*93 0.9156 
12360 7,32 0.9162 
139^ 7,74 0*9ao 
15240 7,93 (0.9951) 
166^ 0*31 Q,9204 
OO 
10.34 
10,34 
E^ank ss 0,9183 s lO^cce."^ 
Puplieato osas U (10 dolKJsraSLtiattciui) s 0 ,9^ s. IcrAecc,"^ 
O f^osall i2can it j 1% 0*9195 s lO^cc .^ 
6b s 0*< 
coxTceted for tfec ^olvmi a 0*^66 s ICT^ce* 
68, 
l^ iob (oeo*) Tits^; (olo) 
0 o;3 
0 0.23 
3945 1.92 (0.4483) 
6945 3;02 0,4548 
9375 3*79 0^ 4526 
11935 4.'56 0.4591 
15165 5*36 0.4j&01 
23465 6.05 0^ >530 
S0265 6,42 0.4613 
218S5 6*73 0,4640 
24075 7,06 0.4613 
27645 %m 0*4631 
30^5 7.90 0.4627 
33SS5 0.4596 
10.39 
CO 10.39 
0.4597 X l O ^ c . * ^ 
Ihj|aicatc esaij Ii (10 dotoroimticns) = 0,4581 s lor ' ^c . ' ^ 
Qvosoll aoaa k g 1:^  s 0.4^9 % lO'^c.*'^ 
^ s 0.0013 
. 1^  eorpsctea f&s? tho eolvoa^ a 0*4525 K Itf^coc."^ 
69. 
^£]Q (see,) f l t ^ . (tai.) y^h (cae 
0 0.04 
0 0,05 
/ m . 1.09 o.a&i 
1*74 0.2167 
14130 2.75 !D,2156 
26150 0o217O 
22170 4,eo 0«.2105 
;^ 59o 4.47 0*a95 
^610 
Q 
4.93 
0,02 
0.2^3 
0»02 
5^0 7.33 0,2177 
(^m 7*62 0.2197 
65169 7«90 0,2S13 
'J1760 •^2P ©.2193 
a i ( ^ 6.^ 60 C.21<jJ9 
cC 
10*35 
C30 10,32 
tfeaa Ij = 0,21S6 s KT^oc*"* 
SupUcato ssan Is (11 dotexBilastioao) 3 0,2183 s W^oo*"^ 
OvGsall cDoa ii g i%3 ~ 0*2105 ss lG*^c©e,*^ 
& s 0.0014 
^3 corrcctcal "^0? tfeo solvent e 0,2154 s lO^Bec*;"^ 
70, 
Tim (oeo*) Tltro* (sa,) 10% (eecr^) 
0 . 0 
0 0 
10770 1,00 (0.09687) 
19050 1.77 0,1013 
77460 5*41 0*09933 
101280 6,50 0.1022 
120540 7*17 0.1031 
175590 8*38 0.1014 
0 0 
0 0 
57«^ >0 4.43 0.1003 
679S0 4*86 (0.09679) 
61450 5*68 oaoi7 
100740 6*43 0,1023 
U3280 7,74 0,1020 
155790 8*00 O.lOU 
oO 10,08 
oo 10*03 
Mean k = 0.1015 s 10"^ s3oc?l 
Puplicatp meaa fc (10 dotetfolnations) » 0,1020 s lO^eeoT-'-
Overallmeaa k$ \ = 0.1018 x 10*^ GCor^  
6n = 0.0023 
kgj eowfoctcd for the salveat = 0*1004 ?£ lO^ s^ceT^ 
B^fizyl C^orl,d? ^  70^  Ag^ epyp Aqeljoqg 
(Solvent I) at 7A.7A^ e. Run Noa. 1^ 2/1^ 3. 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) 104k (secT""") 
p 0.05 
0 0.04 
27690 1.11 0.04017 
86700 3.08 0.04133 
99720 3.46 O.Oa56 
115380 3.89 O.O417O 
129270 4.19 0.0a05 
172470 5.18 0.04141 
I8564O 5.43 0.04129 
204990 
259650 6.66 0.04124 
287700 7aO 0.04203 
346320 7.72 O.Oa59 
364860 3.00 (0*04291) 
^ 10.10 
* 10.10 
Mean k = 0.04134 x 10-4sec."^ 
Duplicate mean k (lO determinations) = O.O414D x 10-4sec.~-'-
Overall mean k; k^ = O.O4137 x 10^ 4gec."^  
= 0.0024 
kjj corrected for the solvent = 0.04234 x lO'^ sec."''' 
72, 
Bgngyj Chloride In TOSS Aaueons Acetone 
(aolvent i ) at IIA.-90°C. Rim Hoa. 
Time (sec.)| Titr©., (ml.) lO^ k^ (seo. 
0 0,73 
0 0.74 
1360 1«81 0.8941 
2385 2,49 0.S748 
' 2840 2,.79 0,8750 
' 3485 3.08 (0.8221:): 
5015 . 4.09 0,8776 
6375 4.80 0.8853 
8360 5.65 0.8812 
11525 6.72 0.8734 
12838 7.11 0,8776 
13907 7.41 0.8849 
15605 7.81 0.8890 
16637 8.00 0.8837 
CO 
10.15 
cO 10.19 
GO 10.18 
Ilean k = 0.8815 X 10-A see. -1 . 
Duplicate mean k (10 determinations) = 0,8815 x 10"^  sec."^ 
Overall mean k ; k^j = 0.8815 x 10"^  sec.""'-. 
= 0.0016 
73. 
BenzhTdryl Chloride In Aqueous Acetono 
(Solvent H) at 20..72PC.. Run Nos. iWin. 
Time (sec*) Titre.. (ml.) 10^ (sec."^) 
(3.002). 
3.oa 
3.0^ 9 
3.052 
3.058 
3.056 
3.0it8 
3.052 
3.056 
3.061 
3.052 
3.098 
0 0.56 
510 1.98 
925 3.01 
1353 3*94 
1680 -4.57 
2139 5^ 36 
2635 6.09 
3115 .6.69 
3485 7.10 
39a 7.56 
Wfi 7.99 
4860 8.29 
5553 8.77 
<P 10„56 
10.55 
1 Mean k 3.057 X lO^^ec.-^ 
Duplicate mean k (10 determinations) =• 3.063 x KT^sec."^ 
Overall mean k j k^ , = 3.060 x 10"4sec."^ 
\ = o.oou 
74. 
t-Butyl Bromide In 70^ Aqueous Acetone 
(Solvent C) at 38..250G. Run Nos> 118Al9.. 
Time (sec. ) Titre.,(ml. ) IcAc (sec."^) 
25.82 
25.47 
26.67 
26.28 
26.68 
26.47 
26.60 
26.54 
26.41 
26.S1 
26.10 
0 1.43 
66 2.75 
137 3,91 
200 4.91 
272 5.73 
349 6.-53 
420 7.08 
480 7.50 
5i;o 7.84 
595 8.10 
656 8.40 
713 8.54 
oO 
9,S4 
<*> 9.85 
Mean k 26.35 X 10-4Bec..-l 
Duplicate mean k (10 determinations) = 26.24 x lO-^sec.r*-^ 
Overall mean k ; ko = 26.30 x lO-^sec,"! 
\ = 0.0023 
k^ correicted for the solvent = 28.11 x 10"^sec.''^ 
75. 
t^Butyl Bromide In 7(^ Aqueous Acetone 
(Solvent B) at 29.620c./Run Nos. lOOAOl.. 
Time (sec.) Titre, (ml.) lO^k (sec."^) 
0 1.57 
107 2.58 10.86 
225 3.54 10.70 
374 4.67 10*97 
575 5,83 10.80 
705 6,52 10,-94 
815 6.93 10.70 
919 7.42 10.97 
1107 7.98 10,76 
1211 8.36 11.04 
1396 8,74 10.80 
1517 9.00 10.83 
1649 9,20 10,69 
10.76 
CO 10..78 
10,78 
Mean k = 10.84 X 10-^sec. 
Duplicate mean k (11 determinations) = 10,85 x lO^^sec,"^ 
Overall mean k } kj^ ^ = 10,84 x lO^sec,"^ 
k^ corrected for the solvent = 
0.0027 
11.26 X lO-^sec."-^ 
76, 
t»Butyl Bromide i n TOSi Aqueous Acetone 
(Solvent B) qt ffl.OfC Run Hos, IO4/IO?, 
Time (sec.) Tltre. (ml.) loSi (sec."' 
0 0.72 
420 2.18 . 3.691 
900 3.52 3.5811. 
1200 4^32 3.645 
1640 5.24 3.588 
2126 6.24 3*^7 
2520 6.80 3.620 
2910 7.41 3.693 
3315 7.85 3*651 ~ 
3885 8.42 3.651 
4475 8,.91 3.@66 
5130 9.42 (3.782) 
5444 9.50 3.667 
OD 
10*87 
10,88 
10.88 
Mean k = 3.649 X 10-^ec.-^ 
Duplicate mean k ( 9 determinations) =. 3.643 x lO'^ sec."'''" 
Overall mean k 5 kn, = 3.646 x W^sec""*" 
kn = 0.0019 
kj, corrected for the solvent = 3.788 x 10"^ sec."'''' 
77. 
t~Butvl Bromide in 70^ Aqueous Acetone 
(Solvent B) at 10.92OC.. Run Nos, 102A03. 
Time (sec») Titre. (ml.) l o \ (sec."^) 
0 2.12 
975 3.04 1.153 
1935 3*86 1.160 
2775 ' 4.51 1.163 
3735 5.17 1.159 
4995 ' 5.93 1.161 
6615 6.78 1.168 
7945 7.34 1.162 
8895 ' 7.70 1.162 
9975 . 8..07 1.165 
10995 8.38 1.167 
12075 8.66 1.165 
13575 9.01 1*169 
«o 10,78 
10.77 
1 Mean k = 1.163 X 10-^sec. 
Duplicate mean k (12 determinations) = 1.167 x 10"^sec.""^ 
, Overall mean k j kj, = I . I 6 5 x lO'^sec."^ 
\ = 0.0011 
kj, corrected for the solvent = 1„210 x 10"^sec."^ 
78. 
t-Butvl Bromide i n 70g Aoueous Acetone 
(Solvent BV at .O.OlOc. Ron Hos. 107A08. 
Time (sec.) Tltre. (ml.) lO^k (sec."^) 
0 ; 0,38 
4170 1.56 (0.2519) 
8970 2.69 0.2631 
12830 3.43 0*2588 
15630 3,98 0,2623 
19650 4.70 0.2644 
22920 5.19 0.,2646 
29910 6*16 0.2666 
33390 6,50 0,2617 
0 0.18 
52320 8.12 0.2649 
56490 8,38 0.2635 
61380 8,57 O..256I 
10..78 
10.77 
Mean k = 0.2626 x lO^^ec."^ 
Duplicate mean k (11 determinations) = 0»2622 x lOr^ec*"^ 
Overall mean k j k^ = 0.2624 x lOrAsec."''' 
f s = 0.0025 
% 
kjj corrected for the solvent = 0.2726 x 10"^sec,"^ 
CO 
cO 
79. 
Benzhydrvl Chloride in 70!^  Aqueous Acetone 
(Solvent C) at 20,4?°C. Run ^ 0B,ll6/).iy^ 
Time ( s e c ) Titre.. (ml.) lO^k (sec,"^). 
2.»693 
2.660 
2,670 
2.685 
2.669 
2.670 
2.662 
2,669 
2.681 
2*655 
2l678 
2.678 
0 0.37 
615 2.04 
1052 3.04 
1535 4,05 
2293 5,40 
2853 6.20 
3489 7,00 
3875 7 , a 
4345 7^ 88 
5019 8.46 
5730 8.92 
6U5 9I2O 
6699 9U9 
cP 11.29 
III.32 
Mean k 2.673 X 10-4gee.-l 
Duplicate mean k (12 determinations) = 2.678 x lO'^sefi;.*^^ 
Overall mean k j kj, = 2.676 x 10"^sec,~^ 
^ = 0.0009 
80o 
Benzhvdrvl Chloride in 70g Aqueous Acetone 
(Solvent B) at 20>Z8°C. Run Hos.l09AlO. 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) 1 0 ^ (sec."^) 
0 . 0.48 
900 2.04 2.779 
1380 2.68 2.711 
2040 3.51 2,755 
2700 4.22 2.861 
3300 4^72 ~ 2.789 
4020 5*18 2.733 
4560 5^60 2.8a 
5040 5.-79 2.777 
5460 ' 6.06 (2.872) 
5895 6.15 2.767 
6720 6.44 2..778 
. ^ 7.53 
•*=^  7..53 
Mean k = 2.773 x IQ-^sec."^ 
Duplicate mean k (10 determinations) = 2.769 x lO'^sec."^ 
Overall laean k ; k^ = 2.771 x 10"^sec."^ 
- 0.0025 
81. 
t-Buty; Chloride ^n 70^ Aqueous AceV)ne 
(Solvent D) at g4,90OG., Run Nos, 87/88^  
Time (see.) Titre* (ml.) 1 0 ^ (sec."^) 
0 1.82 
0 1.84 
480 3.11 (3.819) 
840 3.88 3.719 
1260 4.*?1 3*757 
1620 5.27 3.695 
1985 5.81 3.W8 
2400 6.31 3.680 
2880 6,86 3.731 
3420 7.35 3.V5O 
3780 7*58 3.696 
4260 7.88 3*684 
4980 3*,22 . (3*636) 
5700 8»57 3*753 
9*46 
9*46 
9*49 
Mean k : = 3.717 X 10-^sec*" 
Duplicate mean k (11 determinations) 
Overall inepn k ; Is^q 
km corrected for the solvent 
3**a3 X lO^Asecr^ 
3,715 X lO-^sec^-^ 
0.0019 
3.455 X 10-4sec.-l 
82,. 
. t-Butvl Chloride i n 70^ Aqueous Acetone 
(Solvent D) at LL.'KPO. Run Nos. 83/8A. 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) 1 0 ^ (sec,"^) 
0 0..90 
0 0.90 
1200 2.32 1.326 
2100 3.at8 1.282 
2880 3.92 .1.302 
3900 4.78 1.317 
4.920 , 5.54 1.330 
6360 3.36 1.306 
7620 7.0^ 1,325 
9060 7.62 1.313 
10260 8.08 1.326 
11160 8.40 1.339 
12180 -
12720 8.81 1.34A 
: CO 
10^ 56 
10.52 
10.57 
Mean k = 1.319 x lO-^ec."^ 
Duplicate mean k (11 determinations) = 1,313 x 10"^sec."^ 
Overall mean ^ ykn = 1.316 x 10"^ sec.""'' 
= 0..0025 
•r-U -1 k corrected for the solvent = 1,224 x 10'^sec,r m 
8 3 c 
t-Butvl Chloride in 70^ Aoueous Acetone 
(Solvent D) at 'i'i.O'Pc.. Run Noa. S'S/Sfe. 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) lO^k (sec.*^) 
0 1.00 
. 0 1.00 
2280 1.84 (0.4303) 
4680 2*66 0.4355 
7800 3.60 0.4379 
10380 4*34 0,4477 
12300 4*81 0.4484 
14220 5*25 0.4430 
16920 5.77 0.4;72 
21000 6.46 0.4452 
23220 6.87 (0*4558) 
26040 7*18 0.4468 
30180 7.65 - 0.4461 
34980 8*14 0.4521 
10*01 
Oo 9.97 
Mean k = 0.4450 X 10"^sec."' 
Duplicate mean k ( l l determinations) = O.4442 x lO'^sec.""*" 
Overall mean k}\, = 0,4446 x lO-^sec.'^ 
^ = 0.0018 
corrected for the solvent = O.4135 x 3L0"^sec. -1 
8 4 o 
t»Butyl Chloride i n 70^ Aqueous Acetone 
. (Solvent D) at 25.08°C. Run Hoe. 89/90. 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) lO^k (sec..*^) 
0 0.52 
0 0.54 
7980 1,43 (0.1281) 
12300- 1..94 0.1345 
17100 2,38 0.1305 
20940 2.78 0*1331 
24960 3,11 0*1310 
30990 3.61 0^306 
0 0.20 
0 0,22 
76080 6.26 0.1315 
79920 6.39 0.1299 
8466O 6.70 0.1340 
92280 6.95 0.1320 
100080 7.22 0.1318 
107700 7.48 0.1324 
9.805 
9.785 
Mean k = 0.1319 x lO-^sec.."^ 
Duplicate mean k (lO detenhinations) = O..1324 x 10"^ec.*^ 
Overall mean k j k„ = 0.1322 x lO-^ec."^ m 
^ = 0.0026 
kjji corrected for the solvent = 0.1230 x lO'^sec."^ 
85,. 
t^Butvl Chloride in 70£ Aqueous Acetono 
(Solvent D) at 16.79°C. Run Mos.9l/92. 
Time ( s e c ) Titre. (ml.) 1 0 ^ (sec,."^) 
0 0..55 
0 0.54 
27840 1*54 0.04468 
82020 3*20 0.04468 
107760 3*89 0.04533 
172020 5.17 0.04449 
194400 5.,60 0.04519 
277140 : . 6.63 0.04389 
0 .0.15 
0 0.M 
66780 2*41 0,04311 
87840 3.05 0.04404 
107100 3.56 0.04424 
14946O 4,60 0.04535 
175200 5,06 0.04473 
255300 6,34 0,04523 
344580 7.32 0.04574 
oO 
9*18 
CO 9.20 
Mean k = = 0,04480 X lO^^seo. 
Duplicate mean k (12 determinations) = O.P45OI x lO'^see;*^ 
Overall mean k ; 1% = O.O449O x 10~^ec.*^ 
^ = 0* .0024 
kQ corrected for the solvent = O.O4176 x 10"^ec.."l 
8 6 c 
Benzhydrvl Chloride in 70g Aqueous Acetone 
(Solvent D) at 21,??% Run Mos, 9?/94. 
Time (sec.) Titre* (ml.) lO^k (sec."^) 
0 .0.42 
660 
1 
1.61 (3.248). 
14^ 0 2.70 3.404 
2100 3..38 .3.388 
2820 4.00 3.429 
3420 4 . a 3.453 
4U0 4.-78 3.438 
4980 5*10 3.4:01 
5280 5.22 3.443 
5700 5.35 3.459 
6060 5.44 3.456 
6240 5.48 3.451 
oo 6.15 
6.11 
.Mean k = 3.432 X iC^sec." 
Duplicate mean k (10 determinations) = 3.436 x 10"^sec."'^ 
Overall mean k ; kj, = 3.434 x 10"^sec,"^ 
^ = 0.0028 
8 7 , 
p^itrobenzhydiyl Bromide-^q 70^  Aqueous 
Acetone (Solvent A) at 54.87°C. Run Hos.. 7/8.. 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) 10^ (sec."?") 
0 1.10 
0 1,12 
600 2.65 3*370 
1200 3*91 3.374 
1860 5.03 3*375 
2490 , 5,95 3.442 
2700 6,16 3.399 
3120 6*62 3.413 
3600 7*09 3,449 
4O8O 7*58 (3.595:); 
4560 7.75 3*418 
5100 8.04 3*407 
5580 8,27 3.418 
6000 8.49 (3.500). 
CO . 9.52 
da 9*52 
Mean k = 3407 x 10-^sec.°"^ 
Duplicate mean k ( l l determinations) = 3*397 x lO'^sec*."^ 
Overall mean k j k^ = 3.401 x 10~^sec.."^ 
^ =• 0.0020 
kj, corrected for the solvent = 3.408 x 10"^ec*''^ 
88, 
p-JJltrobenghydnrl Bromide In TOSS Aqueous 
Acetone (Solvent A) at ZA.:90°C. Run Nos. VA. 
Time (sec.) litre, (ml.) l o \ (sec 
0 0,46 
0 0,48 
1260 1.59 1.159 
2520 2,54 1.152 
3720 3.35 1.162 
50^0 4^ 08 1.151 
6300 4.72 1,160 
7560 5.29 1.173 
9060 5*75 1.141 
10200 6il9 1.174 
11340 6.52 1.182 
125^ 0 6.74 1*156 
13620 7.01 1»176 
U580 7i21 1.187 
8.67 
C0 8.65 
-1^ 
Mean k = 1,164 x lO-^sec,"^ 
Duplicate mean k (10 determinations) = 1.162 x 10"^sec."^ 
Overall mean k j = 1^ 163 x lO^ec.""^ 
1%) corrected for the solvent = 1»165 x lO'^ sec,""'" 
89. 
p-Wltrobenzhydryl Bromldg In 70^ Aqueous 
Acetone (Solvent A) at 36,3AOC. Ran Noa.lA/lS. 
Time (sec.) litre , (ml.) l o \ (sec."^) 
0 0..2A 
0 0.26 
2820 1.10 • 0.3789 
5400 1.70 (0.3510.) 
8760 - 2.-67 0.3881 
1U60 3.21 0.3792 
14160 ' 3,78 0.3852 
1674D • 4.24. O.385I 
19440 4.68 0,3857 
22200 5.01 0.3767 
25O8O 5.30 0.3775 
27960 5.76 0,3818 
30600 • 6,04 0.3821 
33420 ' 6,30 0,3813 
8,64 
8.66 d5 
Mean k = 0,3820 x 10-4gec."^ 
Duplicate mean k (10 determinations) = 0,3830 x lO'^sec."^ 
Overall mean k 5 k^ j = 0.3825 x 10"^ sec."'*' 
. - 0.0020 
% 
. kgi corrected for the solvent = 0,3833 x lor^ec."^ 
90. 
p-Jlitrobenzhydryl Bromide in 10$ Aqueous 
Acetone (Solvent A) at 2A>790c.. Run Nos. 22/23. 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) 10^ (sec."^) 
0 0.58 
0 0*61 
5700 li08 0.09979 
12270 1*63 0.1032 
19560 2il2 (Oi09868). 
25560 2,60 0.1028 
31350 2i94 0a005 
37680 3^ 36 oaoa 
0 0..26 
0 0.24 
56940 4.22 0,1021 
61260 4.42 0.1015 
67830 4.72 0.1010 
73ao . 4.98 0.1014 
79320 5.21 0.1008 
85860 5.49 0.1015 
93060 5»77 0.1019 
9»28 
9.24 ' . 
Mean k = Oil015 x lO'^seci"^ 
Duplicate mean k (12 determinations) = 0,1017 x lO'^sec.""'' 
Overall mean k } km = 0,1016 x 10"^sec."^ 
^ = 0,0020 
kffl corrected for the solvent = 0.1018 x 10"^sec.."^ 
QO 
CO 
91. 
p-JJitrobenzhydryl Bromide in 70^ AqueouB 
Acetone (Solvent A) at l^-ajoc. Run !TOS.2Q/3^ .. 
Time (sec.) 
0 
0 
77160 
106020 
163440 
199260 
249780 
275580 
339720 
CO 
Tltre. (ml.) 
0.14 
0.15 
1.90 
2.48 
3.46 
4.01 
4*76 
5.06 
5.75 
0 0,16 
427980 6.46 
452340 • 6.69 
514140 7,13 
538380 7.30 
608700 7.64 
9.35 
9.34 
Mean k 
Duplicate mean k (12 determinations) 
Overall mean k ; k^ 
6jtt 
km 
lO^k (^ec.r^) 
0.02734 
0.02755 
0.02730 
0,02730 
0.02784 
0.02769 
0,02764 
(0.02704) 
0.02742 
0.02772 
0,02787 
0.02764 
= 0,02757 X 10-^sec."*^ 
= 0.02770 X 10"W.-^ 
= 0.02764 X 10"^8ec."^ 
= 0,0013 
kjj corrected for the solvent = 0.02770 x 10-4sec.-l 
92, 
Benzhydrvl Chloride in 70^  Aqueous Acetone 
(Solvent A) at 15.19°C. Run Nos., 18A9. 
Time (sec.) Titre.. (ml.) lO^k (sec.'^) 
0 0*85 
0 0.81 
1172 2,79 1^ 516 
2040, 3.96 I . .52I 
2795 4.84 I..479 
4265 6»48 l.;489 
5020 7,07 1,474 
5780 7.90 1,462 
6705 8,30 1,536 
7440 8i86 1,482 
8170 9*.25 1.476 
8940 -
9630 9*98 1,488 
10447 10,28 1,477 
12*85 
«» 12.84 
Mean k = 1,491 x lO^^sec,"^ 
Duplicate mean k (12 determinations) = 1,498 x 10"'^sec,."''" 
Overall mean k j k^^^  = 1.495 x 10"'*sec, 
= Oi0026 
93. 
t-Butvl Chloride in 80^ Aoueoua Acetone 
(Solvent E) at 69.,950C> Run Hos. 50Al> 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) 10^ (sec."*^) 
0 0^ 78 
0 0.78 
0 0,82 
900 2.78 2.874 
1380 3.65- 2*877 
1800 4.31 2.868 
2220 4.90 2.867 
2820 5.66 2.895 
3360 6.16 2.^4? 
3780 6.59 2.889 
4260 6,93 2.853 
4800 7.36 2.911 
5340 7.65 2.B86 
5940 7^ 95 2.889 
6540 8,22 2.913 
«o 9.53 
CO 9.52 
(A 9.50 
Mean k =: 2.880 x 10"^sec.-^ 
Duplicate mean k (12 determinations) = 2.868 x lO'^'^ec."^ 
Overall mean k j km = 2,874 x 10"^sec."'^ 
^ = 0. 0024 
\ corrected for tha solvent = 2.543 x lO-Asec."^ 
94. 
t-Butvl Chloride in 80^ Aoueous Acetone 
(Solvent E) at ^ ..970c. Run Hos. S6A7-
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) 10^ (sec."^) 
0 0.30 
0 0.32 
2160 2,31 1.098 
3420 3.21 ( 1*069) 
4680 4.10 1.095 
6000 4^ 93 1.115 
7440 5.64 1.113 
8760 6.12 1.085 
10080 6.70 1.114 
11220 7.07 1,115 
12480 7.42 1.1U 
13500 7.70 1.123 
14520 8.00 (1.151). 
15845 8.22 1.138 
CO 9*78 
cO 9.77 
Mean k : = 1.111 X lO-^sec." 
Duplicate mean k (11 determinations) = 1*108 x lO'^sec.'^ 
Overall mean k j kj^ = I . IO9 x lO'^sec."^ 
^ = 0.0027 
1^ corrected for the solvent = 0,9815 x lO-^sec.""^ 
95. 
t^Butyl Chloride in 80g Aoueous Acetone 
(Solvent E) at 50.27OC. Run Nos. 58A9.. 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) 10*k (sec."-^) 
0 0,20 
0 0,18 
0 0.20 
4265 1.73 0,3993 
7500 2.79 0.40a 
11115 3.78 0.4032 
13815 4.48 0.4094 
17460 5*24 0,4070 
20715 5.88 0.4111 
23115 6.28 0.4112 
26a5 6.76 0.a09 
29835 7.22 0.4131 
33495 7.57 . 0,1,065 
36735 7.91 O.4O85 
oo lffl.09 
oO 10.12 
, Mean k = 0,4077 x 10"^sec."^ 
Duplicate mean k (11 determinations) = O.4O8I x 10"^sec."^ 
. Overall mean k 5 kn = 0,4079 x 10"^sec."^ 
^ =^  0.0023 
k^ corrected for the solvent = 0,3610 x 10"^sec.~^ 
96. 
t^Butvl Chloride in 80^ Aqueous Acetone 
(Solvent E) at 66^0. Run Nos. 60/61. 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) l o \ (see,"^) 
0 0.19 
0 0,19 
13620 1.72 0.1233 
20340 2 . a 0.1248 
24060 2.74 0.1238 
87300 '6.82 0.1269 
94380 7*^ 02 0,1241 
101640 7.34 0*1261 
110280 7*64 0,1266 
0 0,13 
' 0 0*14 
54360 5,05 0*1251 
63660 5.65 0*1268 
73500 6.12 0*1250 
79140 6.39 0.1250 
142320 8 . a 0.1263 
10.07 
CO 10.10 
Mean k = 0.1253 x lO-^sec."^ 
DapliG&tQ mean k (11 determinations) = 0,1252 x lO^ s^ec'.""'' 
Overall mean k ; = 0*1253 x lO'^sec."^ 
corrected for the solvent = 0,1109 x 10"^ sec*"*'" 
97. 
t ^ t v l Chloride in 80g Aqueous Acetone 
(Solvent EV at 29199^0. Run Nos. 62^3, 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml.) 10^ (sec.-^) 
0 jD.lS 
0 0,18 
32700 i.39 0.03853 
81930 2.96 0.03874 
i 
103700 3.58 0.03900 
I I 
171780 5.20 0.03933 
179220 5.48 (0.04079). 
0 P.04 
0 6,025 
237360 ^.36 0.03971 
252180 ' .^60 0.03981 
270660 $.86 0.03980 
319920 7,48 0.03962 
341640 j -
409800 8.33 0.03931 
I 
!• 424380 8.45 0.03938 
i 
OD 
CD 
10.39 
• i 
10.41 
Mean k = 0,03932 x lO^^sec."^ 
Duplicate mean k (lO determinations) = -0.05917. x 10"^sec,"^ 
Overall mean k j kj, = 0.03925 x 10"^sec."^ 
1 • • 
^ ' = 0.0025 
km •. 
1^ corrected for the solvent = 0.03ii74 x 10"^seci"'^ 
98. 
BenzKvdrvl Chloride in SOa 'Aaueoua Aeetona 
(Solvent E) at 29.13QC. Run Hos. 6A/6S. 
Time (sec.) Titre. (ml*) lO^k (sec*"*^) 
0 0,24 
900 1.18 1.248 
1620 1.79 1.251 
2280 2*29 1.244 
2880 2,73 1.250 
3840 3.34 1,244 
4710 3.86 1.252 
5880 4.47 1*258 
7320 5.12 1.269 
. 8595 5.58 1*266 
9480^  5.86 1*266 
10320 6.12 1.275 
O0 8.22 
8*25 
Mean k : = 1.257 X 10-^ec."^ 
Duplicate mean k (10 determinations) = 1.263 x lor^sec.*^ 
Overall mean k ; kj^ = 1.260 x 10-^ec."^ 
= 0.0016 
99, 
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